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When records or documents are deemed disposable according to your firm’s
records retention and disposal schedule, call Incred-A-Shred, an on-site 
shredding contractor, to ensure total and secure destruction.

See for yourself how Incred-A-Shred's custom-designed program can benefit your business. 
We provide a Certificate of Destruction for every service, and 100% of the paper we shred is recycled.

Trust a locally owned, Baltimore-based company!

Incredibly Fast • Incredibly Reliable • Incredibly Secure

Incred-A-Shred offers peace of mind in knowing your information is
totally and securely destroyed. Our prompt courteous service and
proven reliability make compliance easier than ever before.

Blown away by your
shredding costs?

Call 1-888-467-4744 to

save up to 50% on your

shredding services
www.Incred-A-Shred.com
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Driving Demand
Fiesta Time: One hundred five-door 2010 Ford Fiestas were shipped to the Dundalk Marine Terminal in late March from Ford’s assembly plant in Cologne, Germany. The Fiesta, which will be offered in the
U.S. in early 2010, was one of three finalists for the World Car of the Year award. The Fiestas are European-spec cars granted special dispensation by the EPA to ply U.S. roads as part Ford’s “Fiesta Movement”
marketing program. Ford is picking 100 young “trendsetters” from 3,300 online applications via social media sites to drive the Fiestas for six months. Those picked will share their experiences online through
Facebook, FlickR, YouTube and Twitter as a run-up, creating marketing buzz before the vehicle’s North American launch. Baltimore was picked as one of two ports of entry (the other is Oxnard, CA) because
of its proximity to key Fiesta Movement distribution points in Washington, New York, Chicago and Atlanta.

Facility Maintenance!Facility Maintenance!
“That’s one thing I don’t have to worry about”“That’s one thing I don’t have to worry about”

“As Operations Manager of 80
Enterprise locations in the Baltimore 
area, each day brings challenges that 
require all of my attention. One thing I
don’t have to worry about is our facilities 
maintenance. Since we’ve signed on with 
Arundel, all of our cooling, heating, and 
electrical maintenance is just a phone call 
away, 365 days a year 24 hours a day!”

Sabrina M. Sauer
Operations Manager
Enterprise rent-a-car
Baltimore, MD

“We are one of the area’s largest commercial cooling, 
heating, and electrical facility maintenance contractors. 
For over thirty years, our commercial customers have
relied on us to get things done fast and get things done 
right...so they can go on with their business. Call us to 
arrange for a total site evaluation”.

Jack Van Horne, President & Owner
Arundel Cooling & Heating

1-888-ARUNDEL 
(278-6335), within Maryland
www.arundelcooling.com
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Revenue is down.
Profits are down.
Cash flow is down.
New business is down.
Stuck in neutral.

shift to 
plan B.

Please call 410-363-6669 or visit us at 

www.ShiftToPlanb.com

Let Strategies help you take
control of your business. 
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About a year ago, I had lunch with
an executive of a major local com-

pany. Among the things I wanted to
inquire about was a potential problem I
thought he might be missing with
regard to some recent decisions his com-
pany had made. It was a very sensitive
topic and I was a little hesitant to bring
it up and somewhat nervous about how
to do so without seeming presumptu-
ous. But it was not long before this exec
told me about a meeting he had with
the CEO of a major Wall Street invest-
ment firm. He went to great lengths to
stress how impressed he was by how
generous the Wall Street executive had
been with his time. It became clear to
me that he was drawing a subtle com-
parison to our lunch meeting and pat-
ting himself on the back for his own
generosity of time with me. The analogy
annoyed me enough to convince me it
was not worth the trouble to try to
inquire about the problem I thought I
might have spotted in his company. I
thanked him for lunch and kept moving
with my day.

All of us do this. We miss informa-
tion or feedback because we lecture
when we should listen. It’s an especially
sensitive problem in the print media

world, where we use
words to paint pictures
about reality. If we listen
well enough, we can get
close to truth, but it’s still
just an interpretation and
people closer to the reality
always know what was
gotten wrong and often
won’t tell you. Accurate
writing is always a reflec-
tion of taking time to
listen and then doing all
the homework.

I walked away from
my lunch thinking hard
about what the executive
was saying about time. To
a large extent, business is
about smart use of time.
Employers pay workers for
their time. Company effi-
ciency is largely a measure

of how well those workers are able to
manage time. So, I don’t dismiss the rel-
ative value of a CEO’s time, but it’s
important to remember that the Wall
Street CEO who was so generous with
his time is also part of the crowd that
just burned our economy down with
unprecedented fraud. Perhaps it is mis-
guided to be impressed when a crook
spends a lot of time with you. 

And that is the conundrum about
managing time. The power above doles
time out to everyone in equal measure
incrementally, but unequal measure in
totality. Wealthy people are commonly
assumed to be more skilled at time
management, but sometimes the
unconstrained rich squander away their
time, while the highly constrained poor
manage it brilliantly (think Dr. Ben
Carson’s mother, Sonya). 

There are 24 hours in a day in which
to think and act. Using money to create
action on your own behalf is easy. Rather
than paint my house myself, I hire a
painter. This is how people and compa-
nies use money to manage their time
constraints. But what about the time
constraints on thought and on listening?
Such constraints are among the hardest
of all things for CEOs to manage. Dis-

>> E D I T O R ’ S D E S K

listen up: 
listen down
What’s the opposite of Twitter?

A wise old owl sat on an oak
The more he heard, the less he spoke,
The less he spoke, the more he heard
Why can’t we all be like that wise old bird?

-Unknown

9:00 AM to 5:00 PM
Free AdmissionFree Admission

Camden Yards Banquet Room
Camden Yards Warehouse, 6th Floor

www.TheOfficeTechExpo.com

Tuesday, May 5 2009th

Electronic Document Filing

Multifunctional Products Scanning Solutions

Communication Solutions

Computer Network SuportMail Handling Equipment

Web Design & Internet Marketing
Office Furniture Design

DISCOVER THE NEWEST OFFICE SOLUTIONSDISCOVER THE NEWEST OFFICE SOLUTIONS
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tractions ceaselessly compress delibera-
tion, so delegation is the tool that CEOs
harness to compensate for the time
squeeze. But while most actions can be
delegated away entirely, strategic think-
ing can only be shared, at best. 

In this decision-making realm, what
matters most is the quality and useful-
ness of information. Actual thinking
still requires time, but a significant com-
petitive advantage can be achieved if
your systems of gathering good infor-
mation are superior. Effective CEOs
build networks where important infor-
mation filters their way from trusted
sources. The old rule of thumb here
used to be that there were no shortcuts
for building these kinds of networks.
Most are built by developing solid per-
sonal relationships inside and outside
the company. Technology purveyors say
otherwise and have for the last few years
been pushing the new god of informa-
tion transfer: social networking.

The question for CEOs pondering
the use of these media tools, I suppose, is
whether or not online social networking
represents some amazing new shortcut
to creating a strong information base.
Reports from the front lines of early-
adopters suggest a bit of a mixed bag.
The latest rage in this hyperventilated
space is Twitter, a Web company that
essentially offers users the ability to con-
duct a one-way instant-message conver-
sation. If you are asking yourself what’s
so groundbreaking about that, I congrat-
ulate you on your question. The answer
appears to be that Twitter pushes out
data in such a way that it doesn’t cultur-
ally burden the reader with any expecta-
tion of reply. As a personal publishing
solution, Twitter appears to be the ideal
print media channel for lazy and mildly
illiterate narcissists. Companies see these
sites as yet another marketing channel
for belching out information about the
company. In the parlance of sales strate-
gies, it caters to the “show up and throw
up” approach to selling where all that
matters is the number of people you
hammer with a message. Eventually, if
most of the messages have no value,
much of the audience will drift away
once the novelty wears off.

On the other side of the coin, as a
business intelligence solution, social
media sites like LinkedIn, Facebook and
Twitter have a more interesting value
proposition.

The most obvious value these sites
bring is in gleaning information about
new acquaintances and potential hires.
Facebook works so well for this purpose

that NFL teams have allegedly even
gone so far as to create fake profiles of
attractive young women as a means of
“friending” draft prospects to learn more
about them. The NFL teams apparently
hope to discover whether a potential
recruit has put up a false front in the
evaluation process. Facebook helps them
do this by providing a covert means for
being completely dishonest themselves,
which I guess is what they mean when
they say, “We’re like one big family
here.”

If an NFL team turns to Facebook
as a shortcut, it is because the scouts
can’t afford to spend the time getting to
know every potential recruit. The old-
fashioned methods of establishing per-
sonal contact and listening hard appar-
ently aren’t working well enough. But as
a technique for talent evaluation, this is
a parlor trick – and one that will soon
evaporate. 

Social networking isn’t worthless,
but finding the real value in the ocean
of tech shortcuts that have popped up
in the last decade is tricky. And none of
it matters if it doesn’t improve your own
capacity to listen, think and strategize. If
you can figure out how to harness new
tools to create communication systems
that bring valuable information to you
and target your prospects with thought-
fully contrived information, then odds
are you will be ahead of the game.  

But in some ways, the old-world
skills of taking time to listen to the
needs of customers and partners matter
more than ever. Failure to deploy that
skill can’t really be replaced by simply
“spraying and praying” on Twitter. Just
because you are not working harder
does not automatically mean you are
working smarter. One carefully consid-
ered handwritten thank you note to one
important contact (see page 19) may
eventually bring more business in the
door than 100 tweets to everybody.

And if you listen – really listen – to
the type of buzz surrounding social net-
working, you may find the chatter is
laced with just a hint of fear about being
left behind by an economic gravy train.
It’s the type of chatter you may recog-
nize – it sounds vaguely like hot air
rushing into a balloon. 

The Internet didn’t go away after the
bubble popped. Neither did real estate
or investment banking and neither will
online social media, but the estimations
of its value by its fiercest proponents
might just be a little off. My advice?
Listen harder than you shout. 

-David Callahan
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SHIVER ME TIMBERS
I nearly choked on my mixed greens

on April 2, when ABC News anchor
Charlie Gibson asked Bob Hormats
(vice chairman of Goldman Sachs) and
C. Fred Bergston, (Peterson Institute
for International Economics) whether
the actions of the recent G-20 meeting
“represents a new world order.”
Bergston replied, “In a very important
sense it does represent a new world
order … it’s the true globalization of
economic decision making.”

Gibson wasn’t parroting the words of
conspiracy buffs; he was parroting the
words of the leaders of Britain and
France. But give the conspiracy guys some
credit: they’ve been predicting a New
World Order coming-out party for years.

But let’s not make too much of
chatter – just because British PM
Gordon Brown is getting chirpy about
global governance doesn’t mean that the
real heavy lifting has been accomplished
on that score. Before global institutions
like the U.N. or IMF can gain any real
teeth, they need to rebuild a van-
quished old revenue mechanism and
foist it back on the United States and
other major democratic powers: taxa-
tion without representation. The pet
proposal for accomplishing this has
been the oft-hyped notion of carbon
taxes, but so far, the very few countries
that have ventured into the territory of
actually implementing a carbon tax
(Finland, Sweden, Norway) have not
surrendered the revenues to an unac-
countable international body.

Undaunted, some globalists think
they see another international problem
that could finally pave the way to tax rev-
enues flowing into the U.N. – piracy. Yes,
piracy on the high seas is back after being
buried somewhere for 200 years. The
practice was dug up by Somalia, a coun-

try that essentially collapsed
in 1991. The Somali pirates
are heroes at home partly
because they claim to have
political motives that extend
beyond money. They charge
that foreign interests have ille-
gally heavily fished their terri-
torial waters and that some
European companies have
taken advantage of Somalia’s
plight and dumped all kinds
of hazardous waste (chemical,
industrial, medical and
nuclear) right off their shores,
sickening people. Not that it
excuses piracy, but both accu-
sations appear to have some
credibility, according to the
Times of London and some

other neutral reporting.
The Somali side of things isn’t report-

ed much by western news outlets, but
don’t be surprised if instead, you sudden-
ly start hearing a revival of reporting on a
left-for-dead treaty from the 1980s – the
“Law of the Sea Treaty” (LOST). 

The Reagan administration fought
against joining the treaty on the
grounds that it needlessly voluntarily
surrendered U.S. sovereignty and violat-
ed free market principles, but the Bush
administration championed the revival
of the treaty and the Obama adminis-
tration shows clear signs of this being
yet another example of a policy stance
where they are right on the same page as
their predecessor. The treaty, which
would empower the U.N. to regulate all
human activity in international waters,
was originally drafted as an idea for
saving whales and other marine wildlife,
but suppressing piracy may become the
new tactical justification for a ratifica-
tion push by the State Department. 

The irony is that LOST might only
make piracy worse, because once pirates
made it back into their own territorial
waters, an international tribunal could
punish anyone who chased them. Most
of the explicit provisions in the treaty
are already observed by the United
States with just a few meaningful excep-
tions and one very notable exception –
U.S. ratification of the LOST treaty
would represent the first time the
United Nations was granted interna-
tional taxing authority through license
fees and direct taxes on economic activ-
ity in deep seabeds.

Where you stand on this issue prob-
ably depends on what you find scarier:
Somali pirates with guns and speed-
boats or international bureaucrats with
handshakes, smiles and fine print.

Observations and lessons

from the news headlines

newswatch

By David Callahan
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• access to credit?
• capital spending cuts?
• layoffs?
• all of the above?

PREMIER SPONSOR MEDIA SPONSOR

HOSTED BY

SPONSORS

• rising health care costs?
• workforce development issues?
• standards and regulatory overload?

thought leaders and networking opportunities at the 2009 Business and 
Industry Conference.

MAY 15, 2009 | TURF VALLEY RESORT & CONFERENCE CENTER
ELLICOTT CITY, MD | 7:30 A.M. – 5 P.M.

The conference is designed for CEOs, CFOs and managers in leadership 
roles who want to achieve the pinnacle of success in their organizations.

• Accounting Update
• Lean Accounting
• IFRS: The Transition to Global Standards
• Dealing with Banking & Liquidity Crisis
• Retaining a High Performing Staff During Turbulent Times
• Economic Update Provided by Anirban Basu

Join moderator and MACPA CEO Tom Hood and panel 

in a spirited discussion of how to plan on “Surviving 
These Times”. Who do you hire and how do you 
effectively reduce your work force? What do you 
pay them? Throw in the economy, the bailout 

sleep is more dream than reality!

When you sign up for the conference, 
you can bring additional colleagues 
from your company for only $200 each! 

learning for an economical price.

To register call 800-782-2036.

Fee: $395
Additional co-workers: $200



RESPONSE:  
Most of the writing on delegation

covers what you should do in delegat-
ing. There is another dimension to the
issue that is just as important: the
impact that trying to delegate has on
you and what to do about it.

Loss of perceived control. Being in
control of our own circumstances is
something we all struggle with from
birth. Psychologists are the people qual-
ified to talk to this in much greater
detail. But, ask yourself how you felt in
those times in your life when you did
not feel in control of things – being in a
skidding car, dealing with a bureaucracy
that did not respond to your complaint,
being snowed in (without enough bread
and toilet paper). Scary, or, at least, dis-
turbing stuff. Now, how differently did
you feel when you got control of the
car, resolved the dispute with the
bureaucracy or got to the store for sup-
plies? Delegation is loss of control as we
have become accustomed to it. 

You need to do something to estab-
lish control: learn to shift your owner-
ship of the process to ownership of the
results. This sounds simple, but it takes
discipline, clear communication of the
results you expect from others and the
patience to support their development.
So, it is really not a loss of control at all,
just a change of its location.

Loss of relevance. A second personal
roadblock to delegation is dealing with
filling the vacuum created by transfer-
ring duties to others. What will you do
with your time after delegating? If what
you did before trying to delegate
defined to you your relevance in your
company, then you have a decision to
make: either re-define your relevance or
keep doing what you are doing and
accept the barriers to growth (and the
exhaustion) that will result.

But there is a possible rainbow here:
the need for delegation usually rises

from a situation where the owner has let
things other than his or her highest and
best use eat up too much time. Often
these things are administrative duties
that can be transferred. Administrative
duties can be very seductive – they are
things you can do quickly, leaving
behind a sense of accomplishment.
They are necessary things – what can be
more important than making appoint-
ments, making deposits, writing checks?
They are also lousy reasons for you not
doing what you do best, whatever that
is, and letting the rest of the organiza-
tion do the things you are not good at. 

What are the things that really make
you feel relevant to others and your
company? Meeting with clients and
prospects? Wandering the market and
figuring out what’s coming next and
then determining what your company
will do about it? Determining the
makeup of the organization you will
need to support the next stage of
growth? Whatever those things are, there
is a close relationship between your
highest and best use and your real rele-
vance, to your business and to others.

Loss of the thrill of beginning. Some-
times, owners get stuck in the transi-
tion to the next stage of business that
requires more delegation because they
are bored. “Builder” entrepreneurs love

>> T H E p r o b l e m  s o l v e r

letting go is hard to do 
WHY ARE YOU STILL RESISTING DELEGATION?

PaulRiecks

QUESTION:  

I have read all the books and articles about “letting go” and encouraging my

employees to grow by taking responsibility. I have tried to set clear expecta-

tions, measure results and, hardest of all, recognize that my way may not be

the only way to get something done. But things just don’t feel right. What

am I leaving out of my process?

to get something started and when it
really gets rolling, they get bored
because they miss the thrill of the strug-
gle and overcoming the initial obstacles.
This is a very dangerous time. Not only
are things not being delegated, but
there might also be a need to bring in a
different type of leader to drive the
company forward – a “manager” entre-
preneur, someone who is good at
taking someone else’s idea and making
it better. Then the founder has a deci-
sion: is it possible to turn the company
over to the new “driver” and still find
something new in the company – a
new product or service, a new division,

a new location, or sell and start some-
thing new independently?

The gains. There is so much to be
gained from dealing successfully with
these issues: a more successful company
for the owner and employees, more job
fulfillment for the owner and the
employees, the joy of developing others
and seeing them grow by overcoming
their own challenges. The bottom line
is the willingness of the owner to recog-
nize the situation and take action. 

Paul Riecks is president of the Inner Circle Mid-Atlantic,
which forms and facilitates peer groups of business
owners and CEOs. www.innercirclemidatlantic.com.

one resource
to Plan and Manage Your Benefits.

one solution
that Best Fits Your Needs.

one company
you Can Rely on for Superior Service.

Call for a free consultation today 

410-719-2222
www.employee1.net
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This sounds like a good idea but,
unfortunately, it isn’t feasible. The hard
truth is that there are times when you
will have to criticize your staff as well as
your managers. By remaining silent and
hoping that performance issues will dis-
appear by themselves, you are helping
to preserve the status quo and also
shirking your responsibilities. 

1>> FOCUS ON BEHAVIORS,
NOT ON PERSONALITY 

The best way to criticize others is to
focus on actions that you have
observed, not on their personalities.
Instead of telling one of your direct
reports that he or she is not dependable
or reliable, you’d be a lot better off
telling them that they “show up late for
staff meetings,” “make budget estimate
errors,” and “do not submit monthly
financial reports on time.” Using per-
sonality traits will typically elicit a
defensive or angry reaction on the part
of most employees – “I resent your
saying that I’m not dependable or reli-
able person.” Employees are much
more likely to accept, without becom-
ing defensive or angry, those behaviors
that you have seen with your own eyes. 

2>> GUARD AGAINST BROAD
GENERALIZATIONS

A sure way to trouble is to use two
deadly words – “always” and “never.”
Refrain from ever telling an employee
that she “always shows up late for meet-
ings,” or that he “never submits month-
ly reports on time.” Even if your state-
ments are accurate, you’re only asking
for a hot debate over precisely how fre-
quently or infrequently the individual is
late for meetings and with reports. You’ll
get a lot more improvement out of the
individual by saying you “frequently
show up late for meetings,” and you
“rarely submit monthly report on time.” 

3 >> DON’T PLAY ‘FREUD’
Unless you are a trained psy-

chologist, don’t try to be one. Stick to
making your criticisms in the form of
observable actions. Don’t even try to
make guesses as to what is causing an
employee to do what he or she is doing. If
you do, chances are that you’ll be off-base.
If an employee were to bait you by asking
why you think they’re suddenly making a
lot of budget estimate errors, you might
have your opinions (he’s depressed as a
result of his divorce; he feels bored and
stiffled in his current position), but keep
them to yourself.

4 >> HELP THE MEDICINE
GO DOWN

Criticism is like taking medicine —
it doesn’t taste very good, but it can be
good for you. Nobody likes receiving
criticism, especially from their manager.
An excellent way of helping to make
the medicine go down is to express
your criticism as a question. For exam-
ple, one CEO needed to inform a man-
ager that he often embarrasses his
employees in public and that he refuses
to listen to their suggestions. This CEO
knew that this particular manager had a
great deal of respect for Terry Mitchell,

one of the company’s senior VPs.
Rather than confronting this manager
directly, the CEO simply said, “My
question is this: Would Terry Mitchell
ever treat his people in this manner?”
At that moment, this manager got
insight into his own actions.   

5 >> AVOID SANDWICHING
In his book, Skills For New

Managers, Morey Stettner points out
that some teachers are trained to give
school children criticism by mixing it
with positive comments. According to
conventional wisdom, youngsters will
be more receptive to criticism from
teachers if it is blended with compli-
ments. While this may prove true for
youngsters, it is not a good way to
handle your employees. If you try to
sandwich criticism between two slices
of praise to “soften its blow,” you’re get-
ting nowhere fast. Don’t play games. If
you have something negative to say
about an employee’s job performance,
just say it.  

6 >> INSTILL CONFIDENCE
IN YOUR EMPLOYEES

Criticism will have its greatest
impact on improving employees’ job
performance when the criticism is com-
bined with your attempts to instill confi-
dence in them. Highly confident
employees have the deep belief that they
can cause, bring about, or make some-
thing happen. High self-efficacy is, in a
word, conviction. Your role is to not
only inform employees when they are
doing their jobs poorly, but to also instill
in them the belief that they possess the
wherewithal to straighten out. Here are a
few ways that you can enhance employ-
ees’ feelings of confidence:
• Make certain that employees get the

training they need. This shows that
you and the organization believe that
the person has the ability to master
the skill; it also sends a message that
the employee is a valued resource.

• Model desired behaviors for employ-
ees. Seeing others perform a task suc-
cessfully makes employees judge that
they, too, possess the capability to
master the observed activities.

• Work on changing employees’ “self-
talk” so that it becomes constructive,
not debilitating. If you hear statements
from employees such as, “I never make
the tough sales,” “I always get nervous
when making presentations,” and “I’ll
never be able to manage my time as
efficiency as Terry does” – encourage
them to think positively. 

7 >> SELECT AN 
APPROPRIATE SETTING

In his book, Effective Coaching, Mar-
shall Cook points out that when it
comes to delivering bad news to an
employee, the setting may be as impor-
tant as the message. First, for obvious
reasons, criticism should never be given
to any employee in the presence of
others. Second, consider using the
employee’s own office or cubicle, so
long as the setting is private. If this isn’t
feasible, then select a neutral site in your
company. If you decide to meet in your
office, don’t retreat behind your desk.
Instead, discuss the employee’s job per-
formance seated around a small table. 

8 >> CLARIFY WHAT 
YOU WANT 

Since the major objective of criticiz-
ing employees is to improve their job
performance, they also need to be told
how they can perform better in the
future. Discuss specifics with your
employees and get agreement from
them regarding what they need to do to
improve their performance. It’s critical-
ly important that the dialogue is collab-
orative so you get the “buy-in” from
your employees.

9 >> BE AWARE OF NONVERBAL
COMMUNICATIONS

Be careful not to raise your voice or
sound upset with an employee when pro-
viding criticism. Speak in your normal,
conversational voice. Be aware of your
facial expressions and body language.
Take a few minutes prior to the meeting
to calm yourself down so that you don’t
appear to be angry or frustrated.

Let employees know that you’re “on
their side” and that you simply want to
help them to do their jobs better. 

10>> PUT YOURSELF 
IN THEIR SHOES

Put yourself in your employees’
shoes by doing the following things:
• Explain how your comments will help

them make their jobs easier and more
satisfying.

• Guard against the temptation to tell
them how their actions are creating
headaches and problems for you.

• Give them a chance to talk and
explain, from their perspective, why
this is happening.

Kenneth N. Wexley, Ph.D. is an organizational psychol-
ogist and president of Wexley Consulting - HRD, an
Annapolis-based management consulting firm
Douglas A. Strouse, Ph.D. is the president of the CEO
Club of Baltimore and an organizational psychologist.

>> C E O A D V I S O R

10 ways to effectively 
CRITICIZE AND MOTIVATE 
Let’s clear up something right from the start. As a CEO, you want to be liked
and respected by your employees. You don’t want to treat them in the callous
and negative way that certain managers you’ve reported to in the past have
treated you. In fact, you vowed that if someday you were to become a CEO,
you would be different – you’d try your best to not to criticize employees to
avoid making them feel as you had in the past.

DouglasStrouse & 
KennethWexley
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It was only 11 a.m., but I could not
keep my mind on work. Not with those
leftovers waiting for me in the refrigera-
tor. Come on, noon! I’d slaved all week-
end making a traditional Daube de
Boeuf Provençale, or beef stew. This is
not just any old stew with any old beef.
This takes days to get right, to eek out
all the flavors. So, there I was, trying to
work, urging Father Time to shake his
tail. And then the phone rang. At long
last, a distraction!

“Julie, I’ve got Bob Finton on your
line,” my assistant chimed. “Hi, Bob,
how you doing?” “Well, I’m still kick-
ing, but I been better. I will say that.”

Bob is the CEO of a commercial
security devices company headquartered
in Bel Air, MD, that employs about 20
people. A few weeks earlier, Bob’s com-
pany had been sued by a former
employee claiming violation of Mary-
land’s wage and hour law for failure to
pay overtime. Bob called me when he
was served with the lawsuit and I
advised him to contact his insurance
carrier immediately. His company was
hemorrhaging cash like every other busi-
ness muddling through the economy
and the last thing he needed was to
spend precious money on legal fees. I
was quite sure the company’s liability
insurance would cover this type of claim. 

I was half right. The policy – a ful-
some general liability insurance policy –
did include wage and hour claims, but
not my client’s. The policy specifically
says that coverage may be denied (1) if
the “insured fails to demonstrate proof
of a written policy covering the subject
of the claim,” and (2) if the insured
could not demonstrate that the policy
had been distributed prior to the events
giving rise to the lawsuit. Basically, if
Bob couldn’t demonstrate that the com-
pany had, for example, an employment
handbook that addressed overtime
wages, and that the handbook had been
distributed to employees before the
events complained of in the lawsuit,
insurance coverage could be denied. So
much for cost cutting.

GET-OUT-OF-JAIL-FREE CARD
Bob had been referred to me when

the lawsuit began, so I had not yet had
time to get on my soapbox about
employee handbooks. If only I had

been his lawyer before all this hooten-
anny began. My clients hear “hand-
book” and a faraway, glazy stare comes
over them. Employee handbooks are
like watching wallpaper peel, I know,
but – and if you’re a regular reader,
you’ve heard me say this before –
employee handbooks can be your get-
out-of-jail-free card. 

Aside from providing valuable, prac-

tical day-to-day guidance on employee-
management relations and workplace
dos and don’ts, employee handbooks
can be powerful defensive tools in dis-
crimination and other employment legal
claims. Trust me, I’ve got the stories to
prove it (good and bad, alike). Not only
do judges, the Equal Employment
Opportunity Commission, and the
Maryland Commission on Human
Relations look favorably upon employee
handbooks, handbooks have become
nothing short of a legal necessity to
avoid liability. Some courts have held
that the absence of an employee hand-
book is akin to having no policy at all,
which can cripple a company defending
an employment lawsuit.

The letter from the carrier denying
coverage quoted the section of the
policy regarding denial of the claim on
the basis of the absence of a written
policy, and enclosed a copy of Bob’s
signed application for coverage. The
application specifically inquired: (1)
“Does the Applicant have an employ-
ment handbook?” (2) “Does the Appli-
cant have a written anti-discrimination
policy?” (3) “Does the Applicant have a
written wage and hour policy?” (4)
“Does the Applicant have a written ‘at-

will’ provision in the employment
application or handbook?” and, my
personal favorite, (5) “Does the Appli-
cant use outside employment counsel
for employment advice?” Bob answered
no to all. Although the insurer had
issued a policy to Bob’s company (albeit
at a heightened premium), the policy
expressly disclaimed coverage obliga-
tions in the absence of a written policy
on the subject of the claim. There was
really nothing Bob could do. The lan-
guage was plain and he did not have a
written policy. 

But not all was lost for Bob. The
case settled out of court after docu-
ments exchanged during litigation
revealed that, while still employed by
my client, the plaintiff had started his
own security company, diverted Bob’s
customers to his own company and
pocketed the cash. Bob got lucky, but
you might not. Insurers may issue your
company a liability policy even if your
company doesn’t have its workplace
policies in order, but read the fine print.
Issuance of a policy is a far cry from
extending coverage. Don’t find out the
hard way. 

Julie Rubin is a principal of Astrachan Gunst Thomas.
Names and circumstances have been changed to pro-
tect privacy. www.agtlawyers.com

>>p o w e r  O F a t t o r n e y

run for cover(age)

JulieRubin

   • Local Company 
   • Local Deliveries
   • Local Value

Same day or next day delivery 
with the highest in personal 

service and satisfaction

Receive a free delivery solution cost 
analysis or consultation to improve 

your bottom line in these cost 
cutting but not service cutting 

economic times.

Maryland Messenger
www.marylandmessenger.com

or call 410-837-5550 
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          5
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“A key to our business model was
driven by an offhand comment by a
friend,” exclaims Naomi Simson,
founder and CEO of Sydney-based Red
Balloon. It was a similar set of “cus-
tomer clues” that drove a 60 percent
increase in revenue for Roger Hardy’s
Vancouver-based Coastal Contacts. 

It’s these “Black Swan” moments that
drive the success of your company –
these few-times-in-a-lifetime events when
the entire fate of the company is changed
forever. Your only hope is to up the odds
of bumping into these moments and
preparing yourself to recognize and act
when they present themselves. 

This requires a relentless pursuit of
your market involving numerous direct
conversations with your customers over
a sustained period of time. It involves
getting on more airplanes and on more
phone calls than you’ve done since the
launch of your business – especially
during turbulent times. 

And it involves stomaching what
many perceive as a lot of wasted time
and effort in conversations where you
must endure a monotonous rehash of
issues that risk boring you to tears. In
short, you must suck it up and “stay in
the game.” I implore top executives to
formally talk to one customer each
week, a critical routine easily jettisoned
if the power of the black swan moment
isn’t appreciated. 

STAYING IN THE GAME
The term “Black Swan” comes from

Nassim Nicholas Taleb’s in-your-face
book by the same name – a book that
uber guru Tom Peters has already
declared the best book of the decade,
and the decade is not even over, In short,
Taleb drives home the point that the
really important events in life and the
marketplace are rare and unpredictable
and what you must do is protect yourself
from the downside while giving yourself
a chance at the wild upside. 

Which brings me back to my two
opening examples. Naomi Simson, a
former corporate marketing executive
for Apple, already understood the
importance of listening to customers
when she launched her business in
2001. So when a friend of hers made an
off-hand comment that he loved her
company’s Web site (Red Balloon is a
gifting service that today offers over
1,500 unique experiences across Aus-
tralia) – and that he used it as a free
directory for locating interesting experi-
ences and then would book directly
with her supplier, Naomi’s heart sank. 

It was at that moment her business
model was reformulated, resulting in

what is called a “Pleasure Guarantee” –
you pay no more booking through Red
Balloon than you would if you went
direct. And given the added conven-
ience, service, packaging and branding
Red Balloon provides, it’s become a
powerful value proposition that has
driven phenomenal growth, including
over 60 percent in 2008. 

THE EPIPHANY 
A similar epiphany came to the

executive team of Coastal Contacts, a
global provider of contact lenses. Using
SurveyMonkey.com, they survey their
customers instantly after a purchase and
update the management team weekly
on the scores. They have adopted Fred
Reichheld’s Net Promoter Score (NPS)
methodology, which basically involves
asking two questions: 1) would you rec-
ommend us to a friend? and 2) if you
didn’t rate the answer a nine or 10 on a
10-point scale, may we give you a
phone call? 

The NPS score gives Hardy’s team
an overall gauge if they are “wowing”
their customers. From this data the
executive team calls 20 customers each
week, which gives them insights into
how they can deliver what Hardy calls a
“quantum leap value proposition.” 

“The process of calling customers
each week lets us see the patterns and
trends of our market,” Hardy says. “For
instance, we realized overnight shipping
was a big deal, so we started over-night-
ing everything and sales grew 60 per-
cent in one of our markets.” 

Hardy’s team has stuck to this
weekly process of measuring “wow” and
calling customers for over two years.
And though there is a large amount of
repetition in the feedback they receive
and the stories they hear, they know
they must keep at it relentlessly or they
risk their competition picking up the
clues and Black Swan moments before
they do. 

You have to stay in the game – and
the game of business is constant, direct,
firsthand interaction with your cus-
tomers on a weekly basis. So pick up a
phone right now and call a customer. 

Verne Harnish is the CEO of Gazelles and founder of
Entrepreneurs Organization (EO). www.gazelles.com.

>> T H E  G R O W T H  G U Y

black swan moments 
WHY YOU SHOULD PICK UP THE PHONE 

RIGHT NOW AND CALL A CUSTOMER

VerneHarnish

The game of business is
constant, direct, 
firsthand interaction with
your customers on a
weekly basis.

e x p a n d
y o u r   h o r i z o n s

Providing the Business Community with:
• Network Design/ Installation/ Maintenance
• Computer Technology Sales
• Computer Technology Repairs/Service
• All Major Manufacturer Authorizations

410-579-4508 or 800-875-0037
www.dsr-inc.com
921-P Mercantile Drive, Hanover, MD 21076

Introducing the new Toshiba Tecra
R10-S4401 Special Promo Price: $1,469

Make way for thinner, lighter laptop
computing. Toshiba’s Tecra® R10 offers

thin-and-light laptop portability and
enhanced durability, within a footprint

that gives you ample room to work.

Intel® Centrino® 2 with vPro™ Processor Technology featuring:

• Core™2 Duo SP9300 2.26GHz 1066MHz

• Operating System* Genuine Windows Vista® Business 32/64-bit,

• SP1 with downgrade media for Windows® XP Professional

3072MB PC2-6400 DDR2 800MHz SDRAM

• 160GB 7200rpm

• DVD-SuperMulti drive (+/-R double layer) supporting up to 11 formats

• 14.1” widescreen WXGA LED Backlit 1280x800

• Intel® 82567LM Gigabit Network Connection

• Intel® Wi-Fi Link 5100AGN (802.11a/g/n)

• Warranty* 3-Years Parts, Labor and AC Adapter; 1-Year Battery

• 4.34 lbs.
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Shine your shoes.
Raise your glass.
Get inspired.

It’s time to celebrate at the Ernst & Young Entrepreneur
Of The Year® 2009 awards gala.

Plan to attend the Ernst & Young Entrepreneur Of The Year 2009 awards gala to

25 June 2009 | Baltimore Marriott Waterfront Hotel | Baltimore, MD
Cocktail reception will begin at 5:30 p.m. followed by dinner and awards at 7:00 p.m.

To reserve your seat or to become a table patron, contact Angela Pueschel at
+1 410 783 3818 or angela.pueschel@ey.com

Regionally sponsored by

Nationally sponsored by



iNDIVIDUALS. iDEAS. iNFORMATION.
ON COMPENSATION 17

ON CLIENT RETENTION 18
ON BOOKKEEPING 22
ON OFFICE SPACE 23

I f it costs less to keep a client than to get a new one, why are
so many companies falling short when it comes to retention?

Especially in this economy, it is more important than ever to
maintain existing relationships
with the customers who already
know the value of your product or
service. But how do you show
your customers how much you
care? In this month’s i3,
SmartCEO asked local CEOs to
explain how they keep their
clients satisfied and coming back for more. 

With so many investments competing for your
limited dollar in this economy, it is tempting to write off office
space improvements as a frivolous spend. However, some com-
panies view their company offices as more than just a place to
plug in a computer. They see their space as a
physical manifestation of their brand, a place
that imbues employees with the company culture
and speaks to clients about your values.
SmartCEO asked business leaders to explain the
return on their office space investment.

i3
BUSINESS LEADER COMPANY PAGE 

Sid Banerjee Clarabridge 19

Larry Blue High-G-Tek 19

Jeff Brouse The Tower Club 23

David Campbell Optimal Networks 19

Dennis J. Chapman The Chapman Group 18

Detria Courtalis Celebree Learning Centers 20

Christine Epps Epps Consulting 18

Jeffery Goldscher Havit Advertising 18

Stacy Hayes DS3 DataVaulting 18

Jacqui Higgins Accents by Design 23

Greg S. Jones Bookkeeping Express 22

Heidi Kallett The Dandelion Patch 19

Richard Kane International Limousine Service 19

Woody Kay Arnold DC 23

Sheila Laderberg Punk’s Backyard Grill 20

Heinan Landa Optimal Networks 19

Karen Lehr Clear Management 17

Scott Levitan Forest City Science + Technology Group 23

Michael MacNair MacNair Travel Management 18

Lisa Martin LeapFrog Solutions 20

Valentia McVey Mundell FatCat Studios, Inc. 18

Scott Mikolajczyk Havit Advertising 18

L. John Pearson Baltimore Life 18

Gary Pick Connectus 20

Steve Ridenhour ServRight 23

Robyn Sachs RMR & Associates 20

Christian Sullivan FedConcepts 20

Ryan Telle CloseCall America 18

Crystal Uppercue EU Services 20

Greg Van Allen CloseCall America 18
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i3
iNDIVIDUALS. iDEAS. iNFORMATION. on COMPENSATION

The overall result is that 2009 salary increase budgets are expected to be at least 1
percent lower than in the recent past, an average of about 2.9 percent. With reduced
salary increase budgets, is this the time to consider “cost of living adjustments”? A so-
called “COLA” is an across-the-board salary adjustment intended to offset price
increases experienced by employees in their personal lives. This provision is found in
union contracts, more so than in general industry. When salary increase budgets are
small, executives might feel that rewarding excellent performers with only half a per-
cent more in pay (for example, 2.5 percent increase for “Meets Expectations” per-
formers versus 3 percent for “Exceeds Expectations” performance) is meaningless.

So should you resort to using COLAs in 2009? Here are three disadvantages of
COLAs that may dissuade you: 
• COLAs undermine the “performance matters” message. If you’ve worked hard to

motivate and reward employees, stay with that message. Performance matters as
much now as ever, maybe more. A company becomes what it rewards.

• COLAs may discourage high performers that you want to retain. Most employees
can understand that business is tight and executive leadership needs to spend pru-
dently on salary increases. Take care of your best performers – you need them now
more than ever.

• Inflation is negligible. Actually, for the last four months, the 12-month change in
the national Consumer Price Index has been 1 percent or less. Compared to the
July 2008 peak, energy costs are way down in 2009.

Instead of resorting to COLAs, consider these creative approaches to stretching
your company’s salary increase dollars.
• Reduce Merit Increases. With a smaller budget for salary increases, you’ll need to

devise a less-generous plan for merit increases. The increase for each performance
evaluation rating will be smaller than in past years, but this approach continues to
communicate that performance matters.

• Flat Rate Increase. Award all employees with the same performance rating the
same dollar amount increase, for example, $1,000 for “Meets Expectations” and
$1,500 for “Exceeds Expectations.” This approach favors lower-paid employees
because $1,000 is a larger percent of salary for lower-paid employees than for
higher-paid employees. A $1,000 increase is worth 4 percent for employees making
$25,000 and 2 percent for employees making $50,000.

• Merit-Based Lump Sum. A one-time payment that is not added to an employee’s
annual salary. Merit-based lump sums are awarded based on performance, preserv-
ing the notion that performance matters, but without permanently increasing
ongoing operating costs. Options include allowing employees to defer the lump
sum into the 401(k) or a similar plan, and if financial conditions improve, adding
the lump sum to annual salary later.

It’s advisable to select a salary increase approach tailored to meet your company’s
needs, and that parallels the actions of your industry’s competitors. Multiple approach-

es can be combined for maximum effectiveness – for example, a 2 percent merit
increase for employees whose performance is at “Meets Expectations” and higher, along
with additional merit-based lump sums to reward your company’s top performers. 

As always, ensure that managers don’t skew performance ratings to give higher
increases to their favorites. Protect the integrity of performance evaluations, which pro-
vide valuable communication and feedback to employees in any economic climate.

Karen Lehr is President of Clear Management, a human resources consulting firm specializing in compensation
consulting to small and mid-size organizations. www.clearmgmt.com 

COLA now?  
DITCH COST-OF-LIVING ADJUSTMENTS AND TRY THESE CREATIVE SALARY SOLUTIONS
BY KAREN LEHR, SPHR

For seven years, salary increases have averaged about 4 percent per year. With the worsening of economic conditions, salary increase

plans for 2009 have been revised sharply downward. Various surveys report that 35 percent to 50 percent of companies will reduce

their planned salary spending in 2009, and another 25 percent are considering doing so. Some have eliminated previously planned salary

increases, freezing salaries for 2009 or waiting until later this year to decide.

The Right Strategic HR Solution - A Partner You Can Trust
(410) 480-7145 • impacthr@impacthrllc.com • www.impacthrllc.com

Human Resources keeping
you up at night?

Human Resources keeping
you up at night?

impactHR is your solution to a better night's sleep.
Combining strong business experience with a passion for people, we deliver HR strategies that get results.
Through effective development and implementation of the right employee management practices, we can
help maximize people performance and build value for the organization.
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“We’ve increased account management staff to reach out to customers
and prove our value more. We’ve spent time clarifying what our promise
was so everyone on staff was delivering on it. I know myself, I have set
aside some time to reach out to my best customers more than I have in
the past. Shame on me, but we were all fat and happy for a while and

adding services and people, but I think one of the benefits of the recession
is we go back to what is really important, which are the great customers you have,
and showing them gratitude makes a big difference.”
MICHAEL MACNAIR, president and CEO, MacNair Travel Management

“We do a couple different things throughout the year to boost
client retention. We host a summer social and invite many of our
clients – both new and longstanding – as a way to thank them.
Also, throughout the year, we visit many of our clients and surprise
them with coffee, lunch or a snack. Currently we are sending out a
three-part postcard series. The second postcard advertises a contest
where the 100th person who joins our e-mail list will receive a $100
gift certificate. We made a point to include our current, potential and longstanding
clients on that mailing so that they all have the opportunity to win.”
VALENTIA MCVEY MUNDELL, founder, FatCat Studios, Inc.

“Customers are very busy, and if you demand or touch them too
often – especially if nothing is wrong – if you ask them too many
times, ‘How am I doing? Pat me on the head,’ then you can annoy
your clients. It is a balancing act. To the CEO, my advice is get
involved. It gives you an accurate barometer, where stats can only
go so far. Being able to talk to prospects and customers and former

customers gives the CEO the greatest insight into the business. And
seeing the CEO in the deal flow makes customers understand that from the top
down, this company has a vested interest in my satisfaction and is willing to do what
it takes.”
STACY HAYES, co-founder and COO, DS3 DataVaulting

“The biggest thing I’d say is focus. If it is important that you
retain clients – and it is hard to imagine a business in which it isn’t
– I would say providing a focus on retention is critical. It is easy to
lose focus, particularly in these difficult times. You have to be
organized to be successful; for example if you have a fully staffed
customer service area, consider a unit that specialized in troubled

clients.”
L. JOHN PEARSON, chairman, president and CEO, Baltimore Life

“There is certainly a patience aspect. Some clients aren’t spend-
ing money right now, and the worst thing you can do is pressure
them or make them feel guilty. You have to be sensitive because you
want them to trust you once they figure out the plan that is right

for their business. As much as we are focused on the short-
term, you can’t forget the long-term goals of running your
business.”
JEFFREY GOLDSCHER, president, and SCOTT
MIKOLAJCZYK, partner, Havit Advertising

“Sales people quite often make the worst account man-
agers. You have some that are good at getting new customers,

and then you have some who are good at keeping and farming exist-
ing customers. You can’t think a sales person can do both because it
is rare. That’s why team account management is so important.
When we manage a large account, we make sure we have a team
that can do client support work, manage senior-level relationships,
and do project management. And account managers need to be
measured and managed differently than sales people.”
DENNIS CHAPMAN, founder and president, The Chapman Group

“Planning a successful client retention strategy is very difficult to
do after an unsuccessful quarter, which is what so many companies
try to do. It’s definitely one of the biggest mistakes companies
make, and it’s because the decision to create a client retention strat-
egy becomes reactive, not proactive. Emotion fathers reactive strate-
gies, causing some companies to feel personally neglected by

clients.”
CHRISTINE M. EPPS, owner, Epps Consulting

“We send customer surveys out in invoices quarterly that
ask brief multiple-choice questions. If we get one that says, ‘I
don’t like you,’ we are picking up the phone immediately to
do everything we can to improve their experience. We also
just started a courtesy call campaign. When there is down-
time on the phone, we have a list of all our customers and
we’re calling to allow them to address problems and give them
a way to get in touch.”
GREG VAN ALLEN, executive vice president and general manager,
and RYAN TELLE, marketing director, CloseCall America 

i3
iNDIVIDUALS. iDEAS. iNFORMATION. on CLIENT RETENTION

keeping your customers 
CEOs SHARE THEIR BEST CLIENT RETENTION STRATEGIES  

BY JEANINE GAJEWSKI

You’ve heard it time and again: It costs less to keep a client than to get a new one. And in this economy, it is more important than ever to maintain existing

relationships with the customers who already know the value of your product or service. But how do your best customers know how much they mean to

you? These CEOs explain what they are doing to retain their clients and offer advice to other business leaders who want to keep their customers satisfied and

coming back for more. 
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“You have to recognize
how your clients are grow-
ing, and if you can become
part of a solution for them,
you’ll keep them. We
polled our clients about

what else we could do to help
them and we found they wanted to use
us in other cities, so we created a net-
work that covers 600 cities. We turned
one reservation into four, and that has
dominated our growth.”
RICHARD KANE, president and CEO,
International Limousine Service

“Feedback from
your customers is a gift
from them and you
need to acknowledge it
and make good use of
it. That means making

sure you create listening
posts in your organization so you can
pick up on that feedback and incorpo-
rate that into the way you do business.”
SID BANERJEE, CEO, Clarabridge

“Don’t make any presuppositions
and chalk it up to the economy. You

OK, I’ll admit it. I have been optimistically trying all the new
social media outlets to try and improve our business. From blogs

and Facebook, to Twitter and YouTube – we’ve just about covered
them all. But most of these mediums haven’t done a darn thing to increase how fre-
quently our cash register rings. As a stationery store owner, a traditionalist at heart,
and a small business entrepreneur, I hereby issue an alternative and a challenge to
other business professionals that I believe is an affordable and more impactful way to
increase sales: write a handwritten thank you note.

Seriously. That’s it. 
True story: Last year, I proposed this same challenge to a group of fellow small

business owners. I asked all of us to commit to writing 52 thank you notes in a year.
There weren’t any hard and fast rules. Some wrote their notes once a week and
others wrote their notes in one month. Some of the group wrote to clients and
prospects, while others wrote to employees and vendors. The fact is that after one
year, we found that while some of our businesses were up year over year, all of us had
posted better sales than our competitors. Additionally, our best clients spent more,
our employee turnover dropped, our relationships improved, and overall we unani-
mously felt that we had improved our quality of living by focusing on being grateful.
All for the cost of a 42 cent stamp and some nice stationery. 

Here a few tips of the trade so you can get the most ROI for your effort:
1. Yes, you must handwrite the letter. Sure, I understand the temptation for e-

mail. But then again, everyone is doing that. Stand out from the crowd and become
a pleasant distraction from the bills.  

2. You are a professional. Write the part! You know how your mom told you to
dress for the position you want to be? Same for your stationery wardrobe. White and
ivory may sound dull. But unless you work as a graphic designer, those choices are
always safe bets.  

3. Remember: less is definitely more.  Now is not the time for a long story. Keep-
ing it short and sweet will have the greatest impact. To maximize success, use this
simple template:

a. Name the giver
b. Say something nice about the “gift” or “act”
c. Say why you think the “act” was nice or what you will do with the “gift”
d. Sign your name

4. Beware of TMI! If you wouldn’t say certain comments in person, trust me,
they won’t go over well here either. Leave the casual tone and banter at home. 

So far, I’m not convinced that social media can provide the same outcome and
contribution to my own P&L as the social grace of the written word. I’ve learned
that sometimes doing things the “old way” and sending a message via “snail mail” is
worth the wait. 

Heidi Kallett is the President and CEO of The Dandelion Patch. www.thedandelionpatch.com 

BY HEIDI KALLETT    Thank You
THE OLD-FASHIONED WAY

have to start with a
blank slate and then go
to your clients and get
the feedback, and get it

from your internal
people, as well.
Are you focused
on customer
service all the
way through the
organization, or

are you just
expecting your front line folks to be
service-oriented? It starts at the top.” 
HEINAN LANDA, president and CEO,
and DAVID CAMPBELL, COO, 
Optimal Networks

“We’ve had a number
of customers that have
asked us to extend credit
terms. We are typically a
net 30 business, and in a
few cases have extended a
net 60. If your cash flow
can handle it, it certainly shows good
will in difficult times and most compa-
nies will remember that for a long time
to come. A broad client retention
strategy doesn’t work. The strategy is
personal. You can’t take one and
apply it the same way to everyone
you have. Each client has a different
set of challenges.”
LARRY BLUE, CEO, Hi-G-Tek

In the largest city in Southwest Florida.

Where hundreds of thousands of workers
are within minutes.

Where there are tens of thousands of
square feet of newoffice space and light
industrial buildings ready for occupancy.

Where robust broadband and the new
Southwest Florida International Airport
can connect you and your customers
across the globe.

Where, after a day at work, you can be
“on vacation” in your own tropical
retreat along 400 miles of lakes and
canals – in a place known for its value in
waterfront property.

If your business could be anywhere, why
not Cape Coral?

Cape Coral Economic Development Office
(239) 574-0444 • (866) 573-3089

www.bizcapecoral.com • ecodev@capecoral.net
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iNDIVIDUALS. iDEAS. iNFORMATION. on CLIENT RETENTION

When you ask for referrals, you learn of prospective customers – qualified, warm
leads – you might not have otherwise known. If your customer agrees to introduce your
company to peers, you’ve managed to break through the clutter of 2,999 marketing
messages that bombard consumers every day. Your chances of a close have just increased. 

Referral campaigns also inspire customer loyalty. By promoting your customer’s
success, you build a partnership and strengthen your relationship. Success-story case
studies also become free publicity to help your clients market their own product or
service. When a customer refers you to another department within the company,
that initiative supports your customer’s reputation as a forward-thinking team player.

WHOM SHOULD YOU TARGET?
Start by looking at your top customers for possible referrals. Which customers

have had the most success in using your products? Create a referral campaign to see
if these people are interested in helping you spread the word about your services.

Contacts can either refer you to their peers or provide you with testimonials.
Build your “mid-level” customers into the referral campaign, as well. For exam-

ple, persuade these customers to refer you to other departments within their organi-
zation. Also ask them to provide introductions to contacts at a higher level within
their company. In this way, mid-level customers may become some of your best
referral sources. Always remember that customers probably network with peers who
can use your services. You also never know when your contact may change jobs.
Finally, don’t forget your prospects or not-yet-customers. Just because you didn’t get
the work from them, doesn’t mean there’s not another contact they may know
within their company or another organization that could use your product. 

LAUNCHING A REFERRAL CAMPAIGN
Referral campaigns can employ a multitude of media options. Direct mail works

well when asking your customer for a list of referrals with contact information. E-

refer me  
HOW TO FIND NEW CUSTOMERS WHILE KEEPING EXISTING CUSTOMERS ENGAGED 
BY CRYSTAL UPPERCUE

Areferral campaign can be a win-win approach to finding new customers and keeping existing customers engaged in a relation-

ship without breaking your budget. A referral occurs when you ask customers to relay their success with your company to col-

leagues who might be interested in your company’s goods or services, sometimes called viral marketing or word-of-mouth marketing.

“Companies lose clients because they lack structure, focus and
passion for what they do. It all boils down from the top. If there
is structure, focus and passion at the top, it resonates with your
company and is communicated as such to your clients through
your team. The reverse is also true. You are as strong as your
weakest link and clients see and feel it quicker than you realize.”
LISA MARTIN, CEO, LeapFrog Solutions

“I think ultimately people lose clients because those clients are
finding a better value elsewhere. When they make the comparison
of where they can spend their money, if they are finding that
other places are giving better product or service for the money
they are spending, then I think the places where the value isn’t
there fall off the map.”
SHEILA LADERBERG, co-owner, Punk’s Backyard Grill

“Companies lose touch with their customer’s needs and a
better product or service is offered by another company. They
don’t stay relevant. In difficult economic times, such as now,
companies begin to trim unnecessary or irrelevant expenses. If
you don’t stay relevant to your customers, you become expend-
able.”
GARY PICK, president and CEO, Connectus

“Why companies lose clients boils down to the fact that they
over-promise and under-deliver. Our mantra is to deliver the
promise of the proposal. Also, businesses don’t get personal
enough. They rely on e-mail and phone, and there is not enough
face time. We make sure our account reps meet with our clients in
person at least once a month. Good communication is the core of
any retention program.”
ROBYN SACHS, president and CEO, RMR & Associates

“You can do a few things well or everything badly. A lot of
times, companies take too much on and can’t deliver all of it,
which aggravates customers more than saying no in the first
place. Managing expectations is something that takes a long time
to develop and more so to manage in the long haul.”
CHRISTIAN SULLIVAN, CEO, FedConcepts

“They don’t listen, actively listen, and hear what their clients
are saying. Companies that aren’t open to change are not going to
be able to hang in there and continue to improve. I think the key
is listening and asking clients what they need and then doing
something about it. You can talk all day, but you have to act.”
DETRIA COURTALIS, vice president of operations, Celebree
Learning Centers

Another One Bites the Dust WHY DO YOU THINK COMPANIES LOSE CLIENTS?
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mails, which are a less intrusive referral request, work best when asking your con-
stituent to forward your company’s information on to anyone who might need your
services. Appointments and customer visits also afford a great opportunity to ask for
referrals. This personal touch will usually elicit a positive response from your contact. 

TIMING YOUR REFERRAL CAMPAIGN
The best time to ask for a referral is when you’ve completed a sale to an existing

customer. With your company top-of-mind, a customer can easily translate the ben-
efits of your product or services. Even if your contact has not yet done business with
you, that doesn’t mean there will be an unwillingness to refer an acquaintance.
Remember to ask for the referral even at the gut-wrenching moment when the client
in front of you says “no” to your services.  

As soon as possible, follow up with both your customer and the person to whom
they referred you. Customers who gave you a referral deserve a personal thank-you call
or letter as soon as they send a list of contacts. Let them know you appreciate their con-
fidence in your business. Likewise, contact referrals within a day or two so they
remember being approached. The quick response also creates a positive impression.

ENTICE AND MOTIVATE
While your best customers might sing your praises without the need for a $25

gift card, some customers might need a nudge to offer up friends and colleagues.
Keep in mind that a more extravagant incentive can cheapen the quality of referrals.
Could you offer a discount on a customer’s next purchase or a complimentary
upgrade? Some companies give gift cards or special perks like sporting event tickets
to those who refer. Larger rewards are given if the referral then becomes a customer.
Whatever you decide, make sure you calculate the ROI of any incentive you select.  

Sometimes, noncommittal referrals work better. For example, rather than provid-
ing colleagues’ information to you directly, some customers might prefer to pass your
information along themselves. This approach makes it more difficult for you to track
the source of referrals, but it could be an easier pitch to your top customers. 

THINK OUTSIDE THE BOX
You can break from traditional referral campaigns and create a unique program

that works best for your organization. Perhaps your customers would be interested in
presenting an educational session sponsored by your organization and describing to
peers how they benefited from using your product or service. Maybe your customer
would be willing to show a link to your Web site on the organization’s internal
intranet, thereby exposing your brand to more of the customer’s employees. You can
use your top customers’ success stories as case studies in lead handouts and your cus-
tomers can use them in board presentations. Many times, before testing your servic-
es, a potential customers will ask to speak to one of your clients. Be sure to routinely
ask for customer testimonials. Leave product samples for your customers to hand
out; samples may pique the interest of a friend or coworker.  

Crystal Uppercue is marketing manager at EU Services, a 400-person, full-service direct marketing production
facility in Rockville, MD. www.euservices.com. 

WHAT'S ON YOUR BOOKSHELF?
SmartCEO is looking for CEOs and C-level executives in the Baltimore-Washington area to
answer the following question for our annual Summer Reading issue:

What business book would you 
recommend to another CEO and why?

Send your responses to managing editor Jeanine Gajewski, jeanine@smartceo.com, by May
18. Please include the name of the book, the author, and why you think it's a valuable addi-
ton to a CEO's library. Select responses will be published in SmartCEO's July issue.
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1. MAINTAIN DAILY RECORDS
If you don’t have time to do a little bookkeeping each day, when will you find

time to record a month’s or a year’s worth of records? Different people have different
systems, but what matters most is that you have a system and use it daily.

2. BANK STATEMENTS AND CREDIT CARD 
STATEMENTS
These statements should always come to the business owner or cardholder

unopened. Review them thoroughly before passing them to the bookkeeper or other
employee, thereby preventing unauthorized checks or credit card usage. Unnoticed
errors on these documents represent the biggest losses within the small business
community.

3. PETTY CASH BOX
Set up a petty cash fund for small purchases rather than charging a credit card or

personally paying for the smaller items in order to gain control of the small charges
that can add up to big expenses. Using a metal cash box, add in currency and coins
that total $50 or $100 as a starting point. When a small item needs to be purchased,
use the money from the petty cash box and replace the money with the receipt,
keeping the value of the box at the starting amount. When all of the cash in the box
is gone, replenish it by writing a check to cash and expensing all the receipts.

4. NEW STORAGE BOX
Keep all records for one year in one box, including the tax return for the year,

bank statements, cancelled checks, paid bills, financial statements and any other
backup files in case you are asked to review your books.

5. SWITCHING COMPUTER SYSTEMS
When switching from paper books to software or between software packages, do

so at the end of the quarter. Run both systems for the next quarter simultaneously to
make sure both systems are equal before disposing of the old method.

6. DON’T OVER-CATEGORIZE
When categorizing expenses, don’t make it harder than it needs to be. For exam-

ple, for office supplies, you don’t need to separate fax paper, copy paper, letterhead,
printer cartridges, etc. All of these items can be listed under “office supplies.”

7. SEPARATE ACCOUNTS
Have a separate checking account and credit card for your business. Not only

will you be able to track expenses more efficiently, but if something goes wrong or
the IRS wants to review your books, you will only need to review the one account.

8. SAVE ALL RECEIPTS
The IRS may only need receipts for expenses over $75; however, by not tracking

the smaller items, you could be losing potential expenses that can be written off.

9. CLASSIFYING EMPLOYEES
The proliferation of independent contractors, consultants and freelancers has

made it difficult to determine who is on staff and who is not. This results in misfil-
ing when it comes to filing taxes, since there are different rules and regulations for
employees and non-employees.

10. CHART OF ACCOUNTS
Determine what expense categories to track by taking a look at the tax return you

will need to follow. If you are required to file a Schedule C, list the categories that
apply to your business as your expense items on your Chart of Accounts.

Greg S. Jones is CEO of Bookkeeping Express. www.bookkeepingexpress.com.

iNDIVIDUALS. iDEAS. iNFORMATION. on BOOKKEEPING

small biz bookkeeping tips
10 PRACTICAL STEPS TOWARD CONSISTENT FINANCIAL TRACKING

BY GREG S. JONES

Recognizing the positive impact that consistent bookkeeping can have on the U.S. small business community, following are 10 practical bookkeeping tips:
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Always Where You Are

BE A HERO
OFFER YOUR EMPLOYEES FREE
CREDIT UNION MEMBERSHIP
Show your employees that you’re always in their corner. 

Offer them free membership with 
Atlantic Financial Federal Credit Union.

Membership rewards include lower rate loans, 
higher returns on savings, discounts on insurances, 
and free online transactions and bill payments.

ALL THIS AT NO COST TO YOU!
410-584-7474
rwebb@affcu.org
www.affcu.org

Winner 2007 

BBB Torch
Award for

Marketplace
Ethics

ads colornewsize BBB  11/6/07  9:53 AM  Page 2
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iNDIVIDUALS. iDEAS. iNFORMATION.  on OFFICE SPACE

WOODY KAY, managing partner and chief creative officer, Arnold DC
My Goals: Transparency and Efficiency 
My Space: “The move was very strategic from the standpoint of

building a business, attracting talent and reflecting our culture. We have
no offices, no cubicles – it’s a European benching system idea. It’s a
transparent culture physically and intellectually. The openness allows

everyone to see where everyone is; everyone sees everything going on. Part
of the design of the space was an efficiency play. While the open environment rein-
forces the collaborative nature of advertising, from a dollar standpoint, it is a more
efficient way to build out space. We moved in our space on time and on budget and
I think it has been a worthwhile investment.”

JEFF BROUSE, membership director, The Tower Club
My Goals: Brand Enhancement and Recognition 
My Space: “We needed something timeless that would work for a

number of different tastes, because we have younger and older mem-
bers. It needed to convey the branding and image of high-end. We
wanted them to feel good about the place. We upgraded the walls and
fixtures, and brought everything more up to date. To enhance our brand, we did
simple things like when you walk off the elevator, you see ‘The Tower Club’ written
on the marble wall. That image does make a huge difference.”

SCOTT LEVITAN, senior vice president, development director, 
Forest City Science + Technology Group

My Goals: Equality and Flexibility  
My Space: “We decided to go 100 percent workstation. There is no

hierarchy at all within the work stations, so we were allowed to get very
high quality and spacious work stations. I sit at one, just as everyone in

the office sits at one. Because of our cost savings with the open office sta-

tions, we have three conference rooms, and a
nice kitchen with a [high-end] coffee machine. We have a serenity area and two tele-
phone ‘booths’ – brightly colored, well-furnished rooms for conference calls. The
office is a great marketing tool in terms of how client see us when they visit our
office. They see that this is a physical manifestation of the culture.”

STEVE RIDENHOUR, CEO, ServRight
My Goals: Sustainability and Employee Morale 
My Space: “We wanted to do as much sustainable elements as pos-

sible. And now, those elements are not only affordable but also high
quality. Since I was buying it, my sense of responsibility was very tangi-
ble. I believe this green movement is an ethical issue. I also felt a
responsibly to my 70 employees. Morale is very important and if you
want excellence from your employees, you have to provide them an excellent home.”

official business BY JEANINE GAJEWSKI

INVESTING IN YOUR SPACE CAN BE A STRATEGIC MOVE

With so many investments competing for your limited dollar in this economy, it is tempting to write off office space

improvements as a frivolous spend. However, some companies view their company offices as more than just a

place to plug in a computer. They see their space as a physical manifestation of their brand, a place that imbues employ-

ees with the company culture and speaks to clients about their values. These business leaders explain the return on their

office space investment. 
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Environment is one of the top three reasons why employees choose to stay or
leave, according to JACQUI HIGGINS, president of Accents by Design, so CEOs
would do well to provide an office space that speaks to their workforce. However,
with four generations in the workplace, pleasing everyone can be difficult. 

“The Traditionalists are used to the cubes from hell with the gray-haired
executives in the corner office,” Higgins explains, adding that AARP esti-
mates that 70 percent of people age 43 to 65 plan to work into their retirement years. “For
the Boomers, their jobs defined them and the size of their office was a reflection of their
worth. X-ers and Millennials are more comfortable with technology and used to working on
their laptops in a crowded Starbucks.”

To encourage the generations to collaborate, Higgins says it is important to understand
the makeup of your employee base. “Create pockets or communities within the space to
reflect those needs,” she says. “Create areas where people can collaborate, as well as spaces
where employees can be alone. Create a space for games, such as Foosball.” 

If you have a population of older employees, consider their physical as well as cultural
differences. “Employees in their 60s or 70s aren’t as agile as younger employees,” Higgins
says. “Will hardwood floors work? Do you need to have handrails?” 

To balance the older generation’s wish for privacy with the younger generation’s desire for
a bright, open space, Higgins suggests creating office walls out of partially frosted glass
instead of daylight-blocking drywall. 

And remember to include employees in the process of designing your new space. “Most
people are reluctant about change unless they can see the direct benefit,” Higgins says.

Space Age HOW A MULTI-GENERATIONAL
WORKFORCE IMPACTS OFFICE DESIGN

The Tower Club

Arnold DC

ServRight

Forest City Science + Technology Group
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Phillip Martien races Phillips Way to the frontBy Jan Tegler
Photo by Bryan Burris
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Construction and professional auto racing. What connects them? 

More than you might think. For Phillips Way president Phillip Martien, the link

might be expressed best by a date and time: 3:35.04 p.m., Jan. 25, 2009. 

At that moment, the Porsche racecar he was co-driving crossed the fin-

ish line at the conclusion of one of the most famous races in the world,

the Rolex 24 at Daytona. The Phillips Way-sponsored sports car not only

survived 24 hours at speed – an impressive feat by itself – it finished

third in its class. A podium finish by car and team in their first outing,

at a marquis event on a fast track. That’s an achievement.

Magnificent though it is, it’s not the first time Martien has found success

on a fast track. The company he started in 1993, Phillips Way (PW), flour-

ishes in the competitive fast track construction industry. Granted, the

firm may be news to you, but if you live in Baltimore area it’s likely that

you or your family have come into contact with a facility that PW has

touched.

That’s because PW specializes in fast track renovation projects for a

multitude of institutions, from public schools, colleges and universities

to hospitals and private healthcare facilities, private schools and state

transportation hubs. A little off the beaten path in Finksburg, MD, the

$50 million company ranks 16th among Baltimore area construction and

general contracting firms and was ranked among the 5,000 fastest

growing private companies in America by Inc. Magazine in 2008. 

Still not ringing any bells? Truth is Phillips Way surprised me a bit too. A

$50 million firm in Finksburg? To be sure, business gets done in this

small community between Baltimore and Westminster but who knew

there was such a sizeable organization there? 

I didn’t. But I should also admit to being an avid fan of auto racing,

sports car racing in particular. And when I read of a new team (Wright

Motorsports) joining the hotly competitive GT class of the Grand Am Rolex

Sports Car Series co-led by a businessman-turned racer from Finksburg,

I took notice. 

That’s intentional, says Phillip Martien. It just so happens that his new-

found fast track passion – racing – can help bring attention to the fast

track business he is passionate about. And according to Martien, you’ll

be hearing about Phillips Way in 2009. 

RAPID RENOVATION
The kind of work Phillips Way undertakes is not something your ordinary gen-

eral contractor is capable of or even interested in tackling. Martien and his employ-
ees refer to the projects they engage in as “mission impossible” jobs. 

“That’s our niche,” Martien quips. “The more difficult, the dirtier the job, the
better it is for Phillips Way. Our slogan is, ‘we make the impossible possible.’”

Curiously, fast-track construction has a lot in common with racing. Both place a
premium on the ability to process information quickly, make decisions rapidly,
multi-task and perform consistently. And while no one would mistake construction
for sport, the action can be similarly fast paced. 

In vogue for at least three decades, the practice now accounts for as much as 40
percent of building projects, according to industry associations. The basic idea is
simple: Fast tracking compresses a project schedule by running design and construc-
tion phases simultaneously. For example, in a typical fast-track project, foundation
and steel packages are purchased before a building layout is fixed. Design can run as
little as a week ahead of construction and many design decisions are made in the
field. Cost is almost always the driver for such projects even though final outlays are
often unknown during the process. It can be a risky proposition, but done right, it
pays dividends for those who choose it. 

Fast-track renovation follows a similar logic – time is money. Organizations that
have a small window of time in which to improve or remake a space, or those that
cannot afford to suspend operations or suffer business interruption, choose fast track
renovation. Smart, aggressive project management is key to success along with a will-
ingness to accommodate customers that have special or unusual needs. 

PW’s customer base includes public institutions that fit this profile. Since its
inception, the company has worked with county schools systems throughout the
Baltimore-Washington area, renovating educational facilities under the pressure of
tight deadlines. 

“It’s called systemic renovation,” Martien explains. “Typically, you perform a
range of infrastructure upgrades. Architecturally, you remove all asbestos and lead.
You change all windows, put in brand new floors, new doors, plumbing, repaint
everything and add new sprinklers. Electrically, you provide new electric fixtures,
new power outlets, new data ports and new fire alarms. And then you have brand
new HVAC systems. Sometimes you completely demolish everything inside a school
including walls.”

Success is measured by the ability to perform projects as quickly as possible on-
budget with minimal impact to customers. That means working at odd hours
(nights, weekends) or working around ongoing operations. A willingness to adapt,
whatever the situation, is what sets PW apart, Martien says. 

“The thing is that you have a job to do in an occupied setting, whether the occu-
pants are students or patients,” he says. “It’s a case where renovations are desired but
there can’t be any impact to everyday operations. People contact Phillips Way
because they know we’re capable of working around the clock and around the opera-
tions of schools and healthcare institutions so there is no interruption. We’ll sit
down with a school administration or the doctor in charge of a department at a hos-
pital and ask them what they require. When do they need their space? Can we per-
form our work over the summer break? Can we furnish temporary classrooms at a
school and rotate students through as we complete renovations of their actual class-
rooms? It’s the same in a hospital. We try to relocate operations to a temporary space
or simply do renovation at night. We make sure everything is clean wherever we are
and that the work has minimal impact.”

It’s a challenging business and a sector of the construction industry in which rel-
atively few companies operate. Those that do, however, vie for work. To succeed,
one needs a competitive spirit and, it turns out, a passion for creativity.

OUVERTURE
Smoke floats lazily upward from a Cohiba cigar as PW’s president and I chat

around a coffee table in his contemporarily furnished office. The space is just one
small part of the company’s sleek 40,000-square-foot facility. Completed in late
2007, the split-level building combines the firm’s corporate offices on its upper level
with a 20,000-square-foot warehouse below. 

At the present, Phillip Martien is talking about the past. The pleasant French
accent with which he speaks gives a clue to his background, or at least the paternal
side of it. In the early 1950s, his mother, a Baltimore native, went to France. There,
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fast track
she met and eventually married Martien’s father. The couple had two sons but
divorced when Phillip was 8 years old. His mother returned to Baltimore but the
children remained in France with their father. 

At the age of 14, Martien discovered music. He found a passion for percussion
and began studying and playing drums. He also started a band called “Ouverture” –
French for “Overture.” The combo specialized in contemporary jazz fusion and
slowly gained a reputation. Meanwhile, Martien continued his education, earning a
degree in mechanical engineering from Maxmilien Perret University in Paris. It
wasn’t a subject he had much interest in at the time.

“I got the degree just to please my parents,” he remembers. “But I was playing
music all the time and wanted to go on the road as a professional.”

As the 1980s dawned, Ouverture was gigging consistently, but its leader wanted
to undertake more formal musical training. In 1980, the French-American crossed
the Atlantic to attend the renowned Berklee College of Music in Boston. 

“I brought my French girlfriend and married her so she could get her Green
Card here in Maryland in 1980,” he says. “We stayed in Boston in 1980 and 1981.
I was 19 and 20 years old and had a great time. Then she got homesick and wanted
to go back to France and my father wanted me to come back. So we went back to
France and my band did a record.”

As any musician knows, performing is only one half of the music business.
Financing a recording takes capital. To get it, Martien used his engineering degree to
land a job with a French construction company, one that just happened to specialize
in fast-track construction. 

“It’s difficult to make money in music, so while I was playing music as a real
business, I was making money on the side doing engineering work,” he says.

To his surprise, the young musician found he was good at his “day gig.” “I was a
very social person and I could talk to people easily and make things happen,” Mar-
tien says. “In construction, making things happen is a must. If you say you’re going
to do something, you have to go through with it. That’s number one.”

Four years later, Martien had gained enough experience and confidence to strike
out on his own. Part of the reason for this entrepreneurial move was to raise addi-
tional capital to publish music. To aid him in this non-musical venture, he did what
many musicians might do: he turned to his band. 

“In 1985, I started my own company doing the same kind of fast-track construc-
tion I had learned about,” Martien says. “I said, ‘OK, we’ll have my keyboard player
as the accountant, the guitarist will be the warehouse manager’ and so on. We had
fun for three years until 1988. The company had a lot of clients due to my contacts
but it got way too big way too quickly and there was no cash flow. So it went bank-
rupt because we didn’t know what we were doing.”

A MISTAKE
When Phillip Martien describes how the company he now guides came about,

he half-jokingly refers to it as the result of a “mistake.” 
By 1989, the drummer’s first entrepreneurial adventure had come to a less-than-

satisfying end. To add to his frustration, Ouverture has also ceased to exist. The
declining fortunes of Martien’s construction company caused a rift among the band
members and when the company went south, so did the jazz-fusion combo. 

Martien, on the other hand, went west – again. “I was 30 and my mother really
wanted me in Baltimore so I decided to move here in June 1989, just before the
recession hit in 1990,” he says.

He felt lucky to find a position with Baltimore-based mechanical contractor,
Southern Mechanical Inc., doing the kind of work he’d done in France. But after 18
months it was clear to Martien that his future with the company was very limited.
So he called head-hunters in search of something better. They advised him that, with
a recession in full swing, he should be happy simply to have a job. 

Perseverance paid off though and by early 1992 he was hired as an executive by
general mechanical contractor MJ Engineering & Construction. Still, it didn’t take

long for Martien to
become restless. By
1993, he had more
than 10 years of fast-
track construction
experience behind
him. Lessons learned
both as an employee
and entrepreneur
were stored in his

memory and he was ready to go out on his own again. But to get started, Martien
would have to raise capital. An easy solution was within reach, but to his credit, he
opted to act independently. That was the decision that led to the mistake that result-
ed in Phillips Way. 

“When I started my business it would have been easy for me to go see my grand-
mother and ask for some capital,” he recalls. “But I didn’t do that.” 

Martien comes from a moneyed background, particularly on his mother’s side of
the family. His maternal grandfather was the principal in a Baltimore commercial
property firm called Industrial Realty Company. 

“They made partnerships with (commercial real estate moguls) Leroy Merritt
and Edward St. John and my grandfather was a millionaire in the 1960s,” Martien
says. “Unfortunately, he passed away in the 1980s. But my grandmother was left all
of the money. It’s an old blue-blood family.”

Instead of going to his family, the reborn entrepreneur sought out business-
owning friends in the industry (suppliers, vendors, subcontractors) and asked them
to loan him $2,500 to $5,000 apiece over two years. Quickly, he was able to raise
$120,000 from 14 different people. With that, he resigned his position at MJ Engi-
neering, bought a car and rented a small office in Owings Mills. But there was a
snag. Of the 14 investors, only two came through with money. 

“I learned that I should have never given my resignation until I had the checks in
my hands,” he laughs. “But then I decided I had no choice. I only had $10,000 so I
went to see my grandmother.”

After recalculating his budget, he decided to ask his grandmother for $50,000.
She refused him. “I said, ‘What do you mean, no? I’m your grandchild, your blood!’
She told me, ‘If I give you $50,000 then I have to give the same amount to all of the
grandchildren. And that’s not fair. But tomorrow we’ll go to my bank and I’ll co-sign
a loan for $50,000.’”

The transaction took only 10 minutes and with $60,000 in working capital
Phillip Martien began Phillips Way. 

THE FORCE OF PERSONALITY
The decision to start a company in the midst of a recession might seem unwise,

but PW’s president has a positive outlook.
“For me it was as good a time as ever,” he says. “I had the experience I had

gained in France with a failed company so I knew what I could do better. I also
thought, ‘If I can succeed at a time when the economy is not doing well, I should do
very well when the economy improves.’”

Ironically, that view has just as much relevance today as it did in 1993 when
Phillips Way was a one-man show. But Martien wasn’t looking quite that far forward
at the time. Uppermost in his mind was winning a job big enough to give his com-
pany momentum. It happened in the summer of 1994 when he learned of project in
the Anne Arundel County school system. The job’s demanding parameters didn’t
deter Martien. Moreover, it almost perfectly represented the work Phillips Way does
to this today.

“The job was impossible,” Martien remembers. “What needed to be done was a
complete renovation of the air conditioning system of Rippling Wood Elementary
School. There was just 90 days
to do the job and there were
three bidders. What made it so
difficult was that they wanted
custom air conditioning units on
the roof of the school. Building
those in 90 days was not consid-
ered possible. You would have to
fit lots of new equipment includ-

“Real l y,  the  way  I  d id  bus iness  just  s tar t ing  out  is  the
same way  I  do  bus iness  now.  When  you  do  d i f f i cu l t  
r enovat i ons  where  t ime  i s  o f  the  essence ,  you  have  to
deviate from normal procedures. You do things personally.”
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fast tracking a gas-chiller and brand new piping all over the roof. I was the ‘little guy’ and it
was an $880,000 job, which for me was big. The county was so worried that they
couldn’t get the school open over the summer due to the work that they had a bonus
clause. If the contractor failed to perform the work in 90 days, there was a $1,500
liquidated damage penalty per day. But if the contractor finished early they could get
a $1,500 bonus per day. I finished the job in 60 days so I got a $45,000 bonus.”

How did he pull it off? By sheer force of personality and a willingness to operate
with slim margins for error. 

“Really, the way I did business just starting out 16 years ago is the same way I do
business now,” Martien  says. “It’s mostly about having relationships with people.
I’m an entrepreneur. I take risks. I always think outside the box. When you do diffi-
cult renovations where time is of the essence, you have to deviate from normal, tra-
ditional procedures. There’s no sending submittals through the mail. You hand-carry
them. You do things personally.”

In this case, Martien sprang into action as soon as he knew the job was his. He
ordered the equipment he needed immediately and even flew to California to get the
ball rolling with the maker of the air conditioning units that would be required. 

“Instead of waiting 30 to 60 days to get submittals for this equipment approved,
we got it in one weekend,” Martien  says. “I flew out on a Friday and got the sub-
mittal done during the weekend. On Monday, I met with the engineer and got his
stamp of approval and on Monday night the submittal was released. The equipment
was fabricated and the units came on time.”

Martien stresses the value of personal relationships in his business – with project
owners, municipal authorities, architects, engineers and consultants – anyone
involved in the work PW undertakes. It’s a philosophy he infuses the PW team with
and one he demonstrates consistently. 

“A lot of owners see me on the job, walking the job sites,” Martien explains.
“Many times, they ask, ‘What are you doing here?’ I tell them I’m making sure the
job is proceeding as planned, that my people are OK and that the customer is satis-
fied. This is a service business. If the customer is not pleased, they’ll go get someone
else. It should never be an adversarial relationship. We should have the same goals:
getting a job done on time and within budget. ‘Let’s work as a team.’ That’s the
Phillips Way approach. We maintain great relationships and we’re aggressive.”

That personal touch, along with the ability to perform very difficult renovations
under tight deadlines, has gone a long way in attracting new business. Success on a
number of public school renovations early on led to a good reputation for PW with
county school systems around the state. The firm’s “go-to” status has allowed it be
pre-qualified for many projects, avoiding the challenge of going through the formal
bid process.

“A lot of the schools systems pre-qualify contractors and it’s the relationship that
counts because they trust you,” Martien says. “You’ve built the trust by doing good
work. I love Baltimore for that because it’s a big city but small enough for you to
make a name for yourself. If you do good work, everybody will know it. [But], if
you’re not a man of your word, everyone will know it.”

COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE
Walking along with Phillip Martien as we toured the PW building in mid-Janu-

ary, I was struck by a number of things. On the top level, a large mahogany trophy
case in the corridor connecting the company’s lobby to its office suites holds several
of the trophies Martien has won in his brief racing career. A Swiss-made Breitling
chronograph on his left wrist flashes as gestures toward various office spaces. And
down below in the company’s warehouse, two exotic German sports cars (Porsche
911 Turbo, Audi R8) shelter along with the company’s inventory of supplies. All are
emblems of Martien’s success and his latest passion. 

But the warehouse itself is also a symbol of success, integral to a competitive
advantage that PW has capitalized upon. One of the reasons for the company’s
steady growth has been its ability to bid competitively for work. This is enabled in
part by Phillips Way’s ability to self-perform vital mechanical work. Not having to
outsource this part of the renovation process helps the company control costs, lower-
ing its final bids, Martien says. 

“The fact that we self-perform 50 percent of the work because we have the capa-
bility to do mechanical and plumbing jobs in-house makes a big difference,” he
explains. “In the hospitals and schools we work in, 35 to 40 percent of the job is
mechanical work. So when there’s a $10 million job for example, the mechanical

Contact Mike Berger at 301-313-0529
to discuss a partnership with the Terps

Make Your Company
Part of the Team
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portion is $4 million. We do not
mark up that $4 million because
we self-perform it. That allows us
to give very competitive prices.
We also benefit by accelerating
the schedule on a given job

because the mechanical portion of most projects is what really moves them along.”
Phillips Way’s modern facility is well thought out. Interestingly though, it wasn’t the

product of long-term planning.
Phillip Martien’s firm moved from Owings Mills to its current location in Finks-

burg in 2002. The move was prompted by a need for greater space, the desire to
build a facility tailored to its business and happenstance. PW’s president, already a
resident of the community, discovered an existing building large enough to accom-
modate his company just four miles from his home. When it became available for
purchase, he jumped on it. 

PW shared the structure with a tenant. Cary Insulation Company, an insulation
supplier, rented the lower level of the 40,000-square-foot building. A large portion
of the tenant’s space was devoted to storage of pre-cut insulation panels. In fact, the
company had an overstock of the flammable material on hand in the fall of 2006
when one morning a forklift working in the firm’s storage area touched an electrical
cable, creating a 10,000-degree arc. Sparks from the arc touched off a blaze. The
conflagration was to become the largest fire in Carroll County history. It was a
morning Martien will never forget. 

“It was 11:20 a.m. on Sept. 5, 2006, and suddenly the fire alarm sounded,” Mar-
tien recalls. “I was in my office and wondered whether there was a fire. I didn’t
notice anything so I asked my people to check everywhere. They checked downstairs
and said, ‘Yes, there is a fire at Cary Insulation.’ We called 9-1-1 and thought one
fire truck would take care of it. After 105 fire trucks and 80 firefighters, the building
went down. At first, they ran out of water and the insulation fueled the fire causing
it to reach 2,000 degrees, melting the I-beam spine of the building. It came down in
about two hours. When I saw smoke coming out of my office, I made two phone
calls. The first was to my bank so I could get temporary checks to make my payroll.
That’s important. Second was my insurance company.”

Martien’s swift action resulted in almost no interruption of the company’s activi-
ties. The same afternoon he arranged for a space to which the firm could temporari-
ly relocate. “The fire was on a Tuesday, we signed the lease on Wednesday and
Thursday morning we were moving to the new offices.”

One big challenge remained, however. When PW’s computers burned up along
with everything else, the company lost data critical to its daily operations. Luckily,
employees were able to find one hard drive damaged by smoke but not melted. Mar-
tien sent it to a NASA hardware recovery center.  

“It cost a fortune but we got all of the data back,” Martien says. “We were lucky.
Now I tell everybody I talk to make sure they protect their data. Back it up and send
it to an outside location, as well.”

ON-TRACK
“I’m a fast driver on the street,” Martien admits. “People would make fun of me

because I could scare cab drivers in New York City. I was raised in Paris and they
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Tucker Capital Advisors
Investment Banking and Corporate

Finance Services For Small and Middle Market Companies

Value Drivers
Some companies seem to thrive during down periods.  It’s not that
their products or services are necessarily in high demand.  It is that
they drive this demand through delivering value to their customers
and taking market share from their competitors.  Achieving this high-
er state of competition is more than good management – it is the
execution of well thought out strategies to win business.  These
strategies are focus, customer knowledge, ease of doing business,
quality, speed and so on.  Companies with these characteristics
increase their corporate values despite the economy.  Develop value
drivers for each product or service and go visit a customer (today).

Visit us at www.tuckercapitaladvisors.com
Call us for a confidential discussion

S. G. Brooke Tucker
Managing Member | Tucker Capital Advisors LLC

410-472-0370 | 410-472-0371
2403 Benson Mill Road, Sparks, MD 21152

brooke@tuckercapitaladvisors.com

find the great thing in this world
is not so much where we stand,

as in what direction we are moving –
we must sail sometimes with the wind

and sometimes against it – but we must sail,
and not drift, nor lie at anchor.”

Oliver Wendell Holmes, Jr.

BAY NATIONAL BANK

www.baynational.com

®

CREATING A NEW STANDARD IN BANKING

2328 West Joppa Road   Lutherville, Maryland 21093   410-494-2580

Residential Mortgage Lending:
2328 West Joppa Road   Lutherville, Maryland 21093 410-339-3600

Hugh W. Mohler, Chairman & CEO

“
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fast track

“Only the good companies will survive. People will need to
have good management skills and cut where they need to
cut to preserve their bottom line.”

drive like nuts over there. After 20 speeding tickets, some of my close friends and
family said, ‘Why don’t you go to the track?’”

It was an idea that hadn’t occurred to the fast-track renovation specialist, even
though he had recently purchased a Porsche. But he saw reason and decided in 2006
to take his new sports car to Summit Point Raceway in Charles Town, WV, for some
driving instruction and a taste of speed on a different kind of fast track.

Almost immediately, the racing bug bit. Martien discovered he had a talent for
going fast on-track and his progress through the amateur ranks of racing with organ-
izations like the Porsche Club of America and the Speed World Challenge (SWC)
series was fast-track and then some. After racing and finishing well in just six PCA
events, the novice racer transitioned to SWC, an upper echelon series featuring
many top professional drivers. He excelled as a rookie and caught the attention of
the pros. 

One, a Cincinnati, OH-based driver named B.J. Zacharias, became Martien’s
mentor. After a partial season in SWC, he and Martien decided that what the con-
struction pro could really use was more track time, so they looked toward one of the
top two professional road racing series in North America – The Grand Am Rolex
Sports Car Series. 

For those unfamiliar with auto racing, it’s difficult to explain just what a step up
that is. Let’s try a business analogy. With less than two years of actual on-track expe-
rience, Martien has managed the equivalent of going from working as an unskilled
day laborer to managing and coordinating major construction projects. 

Racing in the 24 Hours of Daytona was just a dream a year ago. Before the race,
Martien told me he had three goals. Number one: finish all 24 hours. Number two:
place in the top 10. Number three: earn a spot in the top three in class. Amazingly,
after a full day and night of racing and roughly four hours behind the wheel of
Wright Motorsports’ Porsche GT3 Cup racer, he achieved all goals.

The triumph, executed on his 50th birthday, has relevance outside the cockpit of
a racing car as 2009 rolls on. In the midst of recession, Phillip Martien is fighting to
keep the company he started during another economic downturn on-track and in
front of the competition. 

RACING AS INSPIRATION
“In 2000 when [Paris] Glendenning was governor, he put $1.2 billion into

school construction and renovation,” Martien says. “That was a big opportunity for
us, so from 2000 to 2008, 80 percent of our business was school construction.
When I saw the economy changing, I said, ‘Let’s diversify Phillips Way and change
its image a little bit.’”

By early 2008, PW’s president could see the writing on the wall. Money for
public infrastructure projects was dwindling quickly as declining tax revenues and
the souring economy put the squeeze on local government. Up until that point, his
company never really had to market itself because of its solid reputation. But today
the need for marketing is obvious.

Never one to sit idly, Martien hired a marketing firm and remade PW’s image.
Employing racing analogies embedded in the company’s brochures and new Web
site, and capitalizing on the exposure racing on TV can bring (Martien and Wright
Motorsport are racing a partial schedule in Grand-Am this year), Martien is guiding
his firm toward the healthcare and commercial renovations markets. 

“Our plans are still the same but the emphasis is a little bit different right now,”
he reveals. “More than ever, we are looking at the healthcare business because tax
revenue and funding for the public sector are getting worse and worse. Only the
good companies will survive. People will need to have good management skills and
cut where they need to cut to preserve their bottom line.”

Not only does Phillip Martien plan to survive, he plans to race Phillips Way to
the front of the pack among mid-sized local contractors with a goal of $100 million
in revenue in the next three years. Judging by his record of turning passion into suc-
cess, Phillips Way seems to have good potential. 

“As a professional driver you have to be very fast but very patient,” Martien
reflects. “It’s funny to me to see how calm I am in the car. It’s the complete opposite
of the way I am in business. Everybody will tell you that impatience is my virtue.
But it works in construction when you’re doing it fast track!” CEO

Companies of all sizes have success
each season connecting with

consumers and growing their business
by partnering with the Orioles.

Call our Corporate Sales Team today
to tailor a customized sponsorship

package that's perfect for
your company, your needs,

and your budget.

To get started,
call 410-547-6143.

LET THE ORIOLES TAILOR
A SPONSORSHIP PACKAGE

THAT FITS YOUR NEEDS.

888-848-BIRD

MAJOR LEAGUEMAJOR LEAGUE
OPPORTUNITIESOPPORTUNITIES

FOR ANYFOR ANY
SIZE BUSINESS.SIZE BUSINESS.

MAJOR LEAGUE
OPPORTUNITIES
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< < < < < < < < < < < < <
ACCOUNTING

GLASS JACOBSON
Sarah Janowitz;  Ed Jacobson

(410) 356-1000
www.glassjacobson.com

Glass Jacobson’s integrated wealth management
model provides an outsourced CFO to Maryland’s
closely held business owners. Personal and business
financial services and accounting in one place
means smarter decision support. 

JPB ACCOUNTING SERVICES –
A JPBE POWERED COMPANY

John Olenick
(410) 884-1960

www.CFOandMore.com
JPB Accounting Services is a premier provider of out-
sourced accounting and financial management serv-
ices in the Baltimore-Washington corridor offering
operational services from bookkeeping to higher-end
Controller and CFO services. 

< < < < < < < < < < < < <
ADVERTISING
AGENCY/PR

ABEL COMMUNICATIONS
Greg Abel

(410) 466-2210
www.abelcommunications.com

Abel Communications develops and implements
campaigns to drive buzz, awareness and leads for
your business. Whether it’s media relations, content
development or social media that moves the needle,
we’ll create the right program to get your story heard.

CATALPHA ADVERTISING 
& DESIGN

Karen Kerski
(410) 337-0066

www.catalpha.com
An integrated marketing and branding firm specializ-
ing in creating engaging marketing tools that brand,
motivate and deliver results. These tools include
advertising, packaging, websites, displays, POP, cat-
alogs and direct mail.

A.  BRIGHT IDEA ADVERTISING
AND PUBLIC RELATIONS

Anita Brightman
(410) 836-7180 

www.abrightIdeaonline.com
An award-winning advertising and public relations
agency, A. Bright Idea excels at identifying opportuni-
ties, generating ideas and executing customized,
results-driven solutions for clients.

< < < < < < < < < < < < <
APPLICATION 
DEVELOPMENT

I4DM
Ben Hannon

(410) 766-8610 x111
www.i4DM.com

I4DM is a growing IT consulting firm focused on busi-
ness intelligence, data warehousing, enterprise
reporting and application development. We have a
regional focus in the mid-Atlantic and clients nation-
wide. I4DM provides strategy, business process, tech-
nology and project management services.

CTI
Becky Latrobe

(800) 606-6060
www.webcti.com 

CTI will assess, design and implement scalable IT
solutions. Our focus is on security, compliance and
business continuity. Solutions include DR design,
enterprise storage, virtualization, platform upgrades
and IT staffing. 

VISION MULTIMEDIA 
TECHNOLOGIES,  LLC

Brian Razzaque 
(410) 889-7770

www.vmtllc.com
VMT provides application development and managed
services pertaining to website development and
online marketing, customer relationship manage-
ment, and team collaboration solutions.

< < < < < < < < < < < < <
CORPORATE 
COACHING

INNER CIRCLE MID-ATLANTIC
Paul A. Riecks

(410) 323-7429 
www.innercirclemidatlantic.com

Inner Circle Mid-Atlantic forms and facilitates groups
of 10-15 non-competing business owner/CEOs who
meet monthly to fight “it’s lonely at the top” and to
share experiences, ideas and advice.

THE BOARD,  INC.
John L. Foote

(410) 974-9265  
www.theboardinc.com (Balt)

www.metrodcboard.com (DC/NVA)
We offer business owner CEOs the better alternative
to a formal board of directors by putting 12 to 14
carefully selected non-competing owners together in
monthly problem-solving meetings, resulting in
improved performance and profitability. 

UNLOCKED BOX 
Susan Olson; Jodi Hume, CPCC

(410) 444-1660 
www.unlockedbox.com 

Promote organizational change and super-power per-
formance through experiential workshops, team
building and leadership coaching that increases
impact and inspires action. Programs cited as the
most effective organizations have ever received.

< < < < < < < < < < < < <
DESIGN 

FATCAT STUDIOS
Valentia McVey Mundell

(410) 534-8700 
www.fatcat-studios.com

FatCat Studios, located in Fells Point, is a creative com-
munications group providing clever solutions for your
communication needs. Offering design, marketing and
writing services, FatCat takes your project from concept
to completion without the drama or high pricetag.

ORANGE ELEMENT
Aaron Moore

(410) 244-7221 
www.orange-element.com

Want to shine in this tough economy? Orange Ele-
ment’s award-winning team delivers smart strategy,
great creative and a compelling message. On time,
on budget, on target, no hassles.

PICCIRILLI GROUP INC.
Aaron Piccirilli

(410) 879-6780
www.picgroup.com

Full-service marketing and advertising agency special-
izing in brand development, interactive development,
public relations, and response-driven marketing.

< < < < < < < < < < < < <
EXECUTIVE 
EDUCATION

MBA FOR EXECUTIVES AT UVA’S
DARDEN SCHOOL

Larry Becker  
(434) 982-2589

www.darden.virginia.edu/MBAExec
Darden’s MBA for Executives program lets you earn
an MBA from the University of Virginia while continu-
ing to work fulltime. Combine distance learning with
monthly weekends on campus in Charlottesville.

< < < < < < < < < < < < <
EMPLOYMENT

STEPHEN JAMES ASSOCIATES
Kay Calivas

(410) 753-1423
www.stephenjames.com

Stephen James Associates is a national executive
search firm specializing in the recruitment and
placement of C-level executives and accounting,
finance, banking asset management, human
resources, sales and marketing professionals.

JONES NETWORKING
Marjory Jones

(410) 649-0900
(703) 894-9400

www.jonesnet.com
Mid-Atlantic based Jones Networking is dedicated to
connecting exceptional people with exceptional com-
panies for direct hire placement, temp-to-hire, tech-
nical contracting, project work, payrolling services
and temporary staffing. Clients turn to Jones Net-
working for all of their technical, financial and
administrative recruiting and staffing needs. 

< < < < < < < < < < < < <
EVENT PLANNING

BALTIMORE’S BEST 
EVENTS AND CONFETTI ’S  
EVENT CENTER 

Gia Magliano 
(410) 825-BEST (2378) 

www.baltimoresbest.net 
Corporate and event planning, production, design
and décor for all occasions. We bring the party to you,
or host your event or corporate meeting in our CON-
FETTI’s event center. Wi-Fi ready, catering/kitchen
available. 

< < < < < < < < < < < < <
FINANCIAL/
CONSULTING

FORECAST STRATEGIC 
ADVISORS

Clarke Langrall, Jr.
(410) 583-1777

www.forecastadvisors.com
For 35 years, Forecast Strategic Advisors has been
assisting business owners make more intelligent use
of their personal and business assets with the ulti-
mate goal of exiting their business in style.

SPECIAL ADVERTISING SECTION

Is your to-do list running out of lines? 
Check out this directory and let someone else do the work. 
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AnalySYS 
(410) 661-9800 – Greater Baltimore 
(301) 571-9115 – Greater Washington          
www.analysys.net STEPHEN KOLBE
Improve Flexibility and Efficiency When the Budget for New
Expenses is Already Zero

With payroll costs comprising the single most expensive component of the IT budg-
et and volatility in the marketplace demanding unexpected and sometimes drastic

growth or constriction in need for staffing, there has never been a time like the present to consider IT outsourc-
ing.  Whether outsourcing the entire IT department or augmenting an existing team to meet a temporary need,
organizations can scale staffing up and down as needs dictate and without most of the concerns associated
with traditional employment relationships.

As part of a holistic approach, AnalySYS also assists clients in evaluation of other cost saving solutions such
as green computing, virtualization, datacenter colocation, remote service monitoring, teleworker and secure
remote access, and process optimization.

Start reducing IT operating costs.  Increase efficiency.
Contact us today.

TUCKER CAPITAL ADVISORS LLC
TUCKER & MELTZER LLC 

S. G. Brooke Tucker
(410) 561-0699 

www.tuckercapitaladvisors.com
www.tuckerandmeltzer.com

Tucker Capital Advisors is an investment banking
firm specializing in privately held small and middle
market companies. We provide our CEOs with trans-
action advisory services in buying, selling, valuing,
financing and expanding their businesses.

ASCEND ONE CORP.
Robert Miller, CFO

(410) 910-1735 
www.ascendone.com

Ascend One Corporation and its subsidiaries includ-
ing Amerix Corp. offers diverse services to benefit
and help consumers save money and get out of debt.
Amerix Corp. provides back-office processing and
technology for debt management organizations and
credit counseling agencies.

< < < < < < < < < < < < <
HUMAN RESOURCE 
SERVICES

IMPACTHR,  LLC
Kelly Mitchell

(410) 480-7145
www.impacthrllc.com

Providing clients with HR services focused around
compliance, recruiting and selection strategies, com-
pensation strategies, employee development, man-
agement training, succession planning, leadership
development, performance management and work-
place productivity strategies.

THE HR TEAM – A JPBE 
POWERED COMPANY

Eileen Levitt
(410) 381-9700

www.thehrteam.com
Established in 1996, The HR Team is an award
winning human resources consulting and out-
sourcing for small to medium sized businesses:
handbooks, human resources audits/assessments,
benefits, training, total human resources outsourc-
ing and more.

HR SOLUTIONS LLC
Renee McNally

(443) 356-4352
www.hrsolutionsllc.com

HR Solutions, LLC, is a human resources outsourcing
and consulting firm that partners with small busi-
nesses to help them reach goals by helping minimize
liability in employment matters, establishing good
employment practices, improve employee retention
and morale, and increase productivity. 

< < < < < < < < < < < < <
IT CONSULTING

HARTMAN BUSINESS 
TECHNOLOGY 

Dave Hartman
(410) 740-9270 

www.hartmanbiztech.com 

HBT delivers just-in-time Chief Information Officers
to help mid-market organizations assess current
issues, avoid unnecessary risk, build a workable plan
for the future and take advantage of new capabilities
and opportunities.

ANALYSYS
Stephen V. Kolbe
(410) 661-9800 (Greater Baltimore)

(301) 571-9115 (Greater Washington)
www.analysys.net

Provides IT outsourcing services in the Baltimore-
Washington area, including consulting, augmenta-
tion, and managed datacenter services. For more
information, please see our profile ad.

PERFORMANCE 
TECHNOLOGY GROUP

Annie Hartsock
(410) 737-6336

www.ptgcorp.com 
Performance Technology Group provides hosted and
remotely managed IT services, systems engineering
and IT consulting via its SAS 70 Type II certified data
center and 24x7x365 staffed network operations center.

< < < < < < < < < < < < <
IT MANAGEMENT

GOBEYONDIT
Richard Crane

(443) 832-4165
www.gobeyondit.com

GoBeyondIT, an IT-services company, provides busi-
nesses with managed technology solutions that
enable clients to deploy desktops and applications
without the associated cost and burden of owning,
managing or supporting them. 

OMEGACOR TECHNOLOGIES 
Nabil Sheikh 

(410) 590-6490 
www.omegacorit.com 

OmegaCor Technologies is a leading-edge network
solution and professional IT consulting services firm
that serves as an organization’s technology depart-
ment, or an addition to its current department.

AMERICA’S REMOTE HELP DESK
Rich Rubenstein 

(410) 727-8330
www.ahrd.com 

ARHD provides outsource IT help desk and infrastruc-
ture management. For large companies we’re your
first point of contact resolving or escalating incidents
to appropriate personnel. For small organizations, we
are your IT department.

< < < < < < < < < < < < <
OFFICE SERVICES

INCRED-A-SHRED
Jeffrey Rupp

(888) 467-4744
www.Incred-A-Shred.com

Incredibly fast, incredibly reliable, incredibly secure
on-site document and electronic media destruction
services. One time purge/recurring service available.
Call today for a free quote.

Are you interested in participating in the 2010

Outsourcing
Guide?

Please contact Monique Spagnola at monique@smartceo.com.



As the leading provider of quality, customer-focused security solutions to a growing number of residential,
commercial, industrial, and government organizations in the United States, G4S Wackenhut offers knowledgeable and
experienced security professionals to assist you in protecting your business, valuable assets, property and people.

With offices in Maryland, Virginia and Washington D.C., and more than 100 locations across the U.S., we are
positioned to support your security program, wherever you need best-in-class services from a company you can
depend on.

Give us a call to learn how we can save you money using our integrated security approach. Then you’ll experience
the difference too.

Toni Palmer  I G4S Wackenhut

609 Global Way, Suite 116  I Linthicum, Maryland  21090

7112 Willow Avenue I Takoma Park, Maryland 20912

11150 Fairfax Boulevard, Suite 105  I Fairfax,Virginia  22030

Phone: 410-355-6518  I Cell: 410-336-6253  I www.wackenhut.com

TPalmer@Wackenhut.G4S.com

Property Resource Officer

Upscale Security Officer

Custom Protection
Officer®

Smart CEO.qxp  4/15/2009  5:23 PM  Page 1
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< < < < < < < < < < < < <
ORGANIZATIONAL 
MANAGEMENT

THE CHAPMAN GROUP
Dennis J. Chapman Sr.

(410) 381-7113 x16
www.chapmanhq.com

The Chapman Group enables sales organizations to
optimize sales effectiveness. Our clients increase
sales revenue through: strategic account manage-
ment programs, sales and account management
metrics, process and methodology, and more.

SMART PERFORMANCE 
STRATEGIES,  LLC

Eric Miller; Carol Vellucci
(410) 453-9591; (410) 241-2699

www.smartperformancestrategies.com
Organizational development firm specializing in
advising business owners on effectively using pre-
hire job match assessments, measuring employee
performance and leadership in supporting business
growth plans.

TARGETGOV
Gloria Berthold Larkin

(410) 579-1346 
www.targetgov.com

Contact TargetGov for expert assistance in entering
the federal government market, winning contracts,
becoming certified, proposal writing, GSA schedules
and other contract vehicles. 

< < < < < < < < < < < < <
REAL ESTATE

Chris Drewer
(410) 292-3218

www.chrisdrewer.com
Whether you are selling or purchasing a home, I give
the best service available in the industry today. I
have over 10 years of experience in the housing
industry and 20 years in the customer service world. 

UNITAS REALTY
John Unitas

(410) 456-6785
www.unitashomes.com

With Unitas, you can rely on having a professional
realtor to assist you, a family member or friend in
buying or selling a home, land and or lots, invest-
ment property or even that dream farm.

< < < < < < < < < < < < <
SECURITY

CROWN SECURITY 
SYSTEM,  INC.

Laura L. Higgins
410-235-5577 x 103

www.crownsecuritysystem.com
Crown Security System, Inc., is an expert electronic
and physical security firm that applies integrated

security solutions for all risk environments. Crown
Security System, Inc – Baltimore Based, Since 1962.

EASTER’S LOCK AND KEY
Bob Easter

(410) 825-3535
www.easterssecurity.com 

Easter’s Lock & Security Solutions is the one source
for all your security needs. We’ve been providing
Maryland and the mid-Atlantic region with fast
dependable service at reasonable rates since 1953.

THE WACKENHUT CORPORATION
Susan G. Fidel

(410) 355-6518
www.g4s.com

The Wackenhut Corporation, with offices in every
state, is positioned to support your security program,
large or small. Best in class service, from a company
you can depend on.

< < < < < < < < < < < < <
TECHNOLOGY 
MARKETING

TRUEPRESENCE BALTIMORE
Jeff Spokes

(410) 878-2596
www.truepresence.com/baltimore

TruePresence helps our customers succeed online
with a terrific web presence. Our expertise includes
search marketing, SEO, web design and development,
web advertising, and e-mail marketing.

REFINED TECHNOLOGY 
SOLUTIONS,  INC.

Adam E. Edelman
(443) 310-8777

www.refinedtechnology.com
RTS provides marketing solutions to businesses by
integrating technology into their marketing workflow.
Our strategic focus is to help our clients increase the
response rates of direct marketing campaigns by uti-
lizing conventional and online marketing solutions.

< < < < < < < < < < < < <
TELECOMMUNICATIONS

SPALDING COMMUNICATIONS
GROUP

John Lalley
(443) 322-2100

www.spaldinggroup.com
Voice-Over-IP and network-based telecommunica-
tions systems since 1995. Leading provider of 3Com,
Cisco and Adtran voice and data solutions and serv-
ices. We design solutions to fit our clients’ needs.
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CAN YOU MEASURE YOUR COMPANY’S DNA?
Mapping your company’s DNA. Studies show that

assessing behavioral traits can improve the hiring
success rate to 38 percent. When both thinking
abilities and behavioral traits are assessed, the right
people are hired 54 percent of the time. And, when
an assessment of occupational interests is added,
successful results improve to 66 percent. The most
impressive results are achieved, however, when an
integrated assessment is used (such as the Pro-
fileXT) - one that measures behavioral traits, think-
ing, occupational interests, plus “Job Match” or as I
like to call it - company DNA mapping.

Companies that use assessments have seen
extraordinary increases in productivity while also
reducing employee relation’s problems, employee
turnover, stress, tension, conflict and overall human
resources expenses. Several factors contribute to
the failure of traditional hiring methods. Résumés
often contain false claims of education and experi-
ence while omitting information that would help
employers make better hiring decisions. Business
references are of little value because most past
employers will tell you nothing but “name, rank and
serial number.”

It’s not easy to correct a poor hiring decision. No
amount of money can solve the problems created

when you hire or promote the wrong
person. Traditional hiring methods
fail to give you the essential infor-
mation you need to make your best
hiring and promotion decisions.
You know the problems created and
the costs involved when the wrong
person is placed in a position of
responsibility – whether through external
hiring or internal promotion. You know, too,
that the costs related to turnover, such as lost pro-
ductivity and training expenses, can have a signifi-
cant negative impact on your bottom line (estimated
as high as 3x annual salary). 

Job match (or DNA Mapping) outranks all other
factors. A well-documented study, published in
Harvard Business Review concludes that “Job
Match” is by far the most reliable predictor of effec-
tiveness on the job. The study considered many
factors including the age, sex, race, education and
experience of approximately 300,000 subjects. It

evaluated their job performance and
found no significant statistical differ-
ences, except in the area of “Job
Match.” The conclusion: “It’s not
experience that counts or college
degrees or other accepted factors;

success hinges on a fit with the job.”
The right assessment or DNA infor-

mation helps you quickly understand,
manage and improve people related challenges

(current or future). What’s more, it can be an integral
component to improving overall employee productivi-
ty. Through careful assessment you can identify
whether you have the right DNA (people) in the right
positions and what adjustments (think of this as an
alignment process) need to be made to ensure the
success of your employees and ultimately your busi-
ness. The goal is good employee retention, productiv-
ity, and high performance in support of meeting
department or company business growth objectives.

Smart Performance
Strategies, LLC 

Eric Miller, Managing Partner 
www.smartperformancestratgeis.com  

Can you measure your company's DNA?

Do you have doubts about employee 
performance in this economy?

Are you able to measure job fit?

We Can!

Eric Miller • (410) 453-9591 • www.smartperformancestrategies.com

 

Eric Miller is the Managing Partner of Smart Performance Strategies, LLC bringing 36 years of experience in guiding and advising leaders toward
improving their company’s performance through people versus just systems. His focus is working with a company’s leader in building that company’s
team and developing better leadership and management practices. Eric brings a holistic approach to helping organizations create better performing
teams. He is end state vision driven and recognizes the impact that people performance has on the bottom line. Smart Performance Strategies repre-
sents companies of many industries including Healthcare, Services/Consulting (IT services, Marketing/Advertising, Architects), Publications,
Calibration, Legal, Distribution, Accounting, Insurance, Fuel Management, Technology, and Non-Profits. You can reach Eric at 410-453-9591,
eric@smartperformancestrategies.com or www.smartperformancestratgeis.com
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WHAT’S NEW?
Backed by a nationwide initiative to “go green”

and government stimulus in the form of tax incen-
tives for reducing energy costs, Atlantic Remodeling
will be offering two new classes of solar roofing
products.  Unlike former solar alternatives, which
made roofs look more like a celestial tic-tac-toe
board than a roof, advancements in the industry
have allowed homeowners to maintain curb appeal,
and save money on those unrelenting energy bills.
Until these breakthroughs, homeowners had limited
options as far as energy efficient roofing was con-
cerned. Most popular amongst green-focused
homeowners was the white-painted roof. Less
enthused, however, were neighbors still holding
onto any sense of aesthetic value on their homes.
With these innovations, going green no longer
means going white. 

Systems called Building Integrated Photovoltaics
(BIPVs) integrate thin-film PV shingles with regular
asphalt shingles for a seamless blend.   The solar
shingles collect sun light just like the old solar
panels, but now look more like a regular roof.
Whether the roof is slate, metal, or even asphalt,
BIPVs can be installed. To the naked eye, these
systems are unnoticeable. Homeowners have the
option to attach as many (or as few) solar powered

shingles to their roofs. Adding
BIPVs, which last 20-30 years like
any good roof does, not only can
cut energy bills by up to 60% , but
the work also qualifies for a 30 per-
cent federal tax credit. This means
that homeowners are getting up to
$1500 back for the job, and can also
look forward to the job paying for itself in
less than a decade. During the day, a BIPV
upgraded roof usually generates more electricity
than is being used inside its house. For those living
underneath, that means actually making money off
of one’s own roof. A south-facing roof is ideal for
PVs, but with these newest innovations, east and
west-facing roofs can now generate more than 90
percent of the power that a south-facing roof would.  

In addition to BIPVs, other roofing manufacturers
have perfected the process of solar reflection,
imbedding in each shingle the potential to cool a
roof’s surface temperature by up to 60 percent.
Unveiled last November, the CertainTeed, Land-
mark Solaris option couples energy efficiency and
aesthetic preservation, as the shingles are identical
to non-reflective, ordinary roofs. Solaris shingles
feature roofing granules that reflect solar heat far
better than traditional asphalt shingles, thus reduc-

ing the roof temperature.   It is a
completely wireless way to cut
energy costs, without actually
having a solar powered roof. While
not qualifying for the $1500 tax
credit, yet, these shingles meet

Energy Star and United States Green
Building Council criteria for green

building.
An industry leader in energy-efficient

window, siding and roofing solutions since 2000,
Atlantic Remodeling is looking forward to meeting
the green initiative head-on, while offering Maryland
homeowners options they not only can afford, but
will put money back in their own pockets with cut-
ting-edge technology. And as always, every roof
installed by Atlantic Remodeling is backed by their
red cent guarantee.

www.atlanticremodeling.com

W I N D O W S  •  S I D I N G  •  R O O F I N G

Specializing in energy-efficient window, siding and roofing solutions
We get the job done right…the first time!

At Atlantic Remodeling, we are so confident in our workmanship that you do not have to give us
one red cent until the entire project is complete AND you are 100% satisfied.

We call it our RED CENT GUARANTEE!

Call us at 410.933.1025 for a free in home consultation!

The Atlantic Remodeling
Corporation

Bertram Lebhar IV, Chief Executive Officer 
www.atlanticremodeling.com  
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GET SERIOUS ABOUT YOUR EMPLOYEES’ HEALTH
Unhealthy employees are costing you more than

you think! 
• 74% of health care costs are from preventa-

ble/reversible chronic diseases (Purdue
University). 

• 34% of workers 18 to 65 have at least one
chronic medical condition (Center on Aging
Society, Georgetown University). 

• Health care spending is $5,500/person/year
in the US, but $13,000/year for someone with
a chronic condition.

• A tobacco user costs a company $5,893 more
per year than a non-tobacco user (PACT
Report). 

• Workers Compensation costs are 6.8 times high-
er for the most obese workers (AMA April 2007). 

• Obese employees medical costs are 36%
higher than those of normal weight (American
Journal of Health Promotion).

• Full cost of employee absences is equal to
36% of total payroll.

If you are like many employers, you might be ask-
ing the following:

Q: Can I make an impact on the health of my
employees? If so, would it really translate into savings
for my company?

A: Evidence shows that the answer
to that question is an irrefutable
“yes”. But a top down, company-
wide commitment is critical or else
your efforts will be marginal. Doing
something meaningful does not have
to cost a lot of time and money. Case
studies show the ROI on investing in
employee health ranges from $2.50 to
$6.20 for every dollar spent. 

Q: Should I be playing ‘Big Brother’, trying to influ-
ence choices my employees make outside of work? 

A: To say no to this question is to say “I am not
going to manage an enormous expense that is bleed-
ing my company’s bottom line”. 

Strategies to address employee health can be com-
pared to risk management/safety/loss control meas-
ures that have for so long been successfully applied
to managing workers compensation costs, and other
liability exposures. So how do you get started?

Research shows that lifestyle decisions create risk
factors, which lead to cost. You must first identify cost
drivers/prevalent risk factors in your population.
Without a good handle on this, you cannot intelligent-
ly develop strategies that yield meaningful impact.
The best way to find out is by having employees (and
their dependents if possible) complete a Health Risk

Assessment (HRA). This is a ques-
tionnaire that asks about their health
and medical history, daily diet, exer-
cise and weight management habits,
tobacco use, and even how they
handle stress. Often, these question-

naires are accompanied by measure-
ments of employees’ blood pressure,

blood sugar, cholesterol, and body mass
index. Employees receive their results in a per-

sonalized health report. Individual results are confi-
dential but employers receive aggregated data which,
when combined with health plan utilization data, will
identify the most prevalent health issues and how to
target these issues with education and prevention
programs. 

Your employees’ health has a huge impact on
many identifiable costs to your business. Be commit-
ted to doing something about it. The first step is
determining what the most prevalent risk factors are
in your group, so you can set up targeted campaigns
that will address the key cost drivers. 

PSA is at the forefront of the health management
movement. Talk to us today to learn how our proven
methodology can help keep your company a step
ahead of skyrocketing benefits costs. 

PSA Insurance 
& Financial Services

Ken Huber, Senior Vice President, Employee Benefit Group  
www.psafinancial.com  
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COMBINING SALES, MARKETING, AND TECHNOLOGY TO
INCREASE REVENUES FOR SMALL BUSINESSES

Small businesses have always been envious of
large enterprises that have the resources to invest
in technology that increase the effectiveness of their
sales and marketing efforts.  Fortunately, the cost of
acquiring and implementing this technology has
decreased dramatically.  Combined with the revolu-
tion occurring with social networking, small busi-
nesses are now poised to recognize significant
gains in their own sales and marketing efforts.

From a technology infrastructure perspective,
there are two key components to maximizing an
organization's sales and marketing efforts:

1. Website – It is imperative that you have a
website that effectively communicates the organi-
zation's products and services and can capture
prospect information. Websites today are able to
be maintained with minimal technical expertise,

have a profession-
al look-and-feel,
and engage the
user with stan-
dard features
such as blogs,
newsletters, e-
commerce, dis-
cussion forums,
surveys and polls,
online forms, and
more.  These sites
are built using a
software tool
called a Content
M a n a g e m e n t
System, or CMS.

There are a number of proven solutions that are
available with no licensing fees and reasonable
implementation costs, including: Drupal
(www.drupal.org), Joomla (www.joomla.org), and
DotNetNuke (www.dotnetnuke.com), to name a
few.

2. Customer Relationship Management System –
Known as a CRM, this is a system for managing the
interaction between sales teams, customer service
representatives, and the customer.  The current
generation of solutions is web-based and has a
wide array of features, including: prospect and lead
tracking, client issue management, quotes and
sales orders, and advanced reporting.  The most
well-known CRM system is www.SalesForce.com ,
available for a monthly per-user fee.  Microsoft’s
Dynamics CRM (www.microsoft.com/crm), is also
available as a hosted solution, or can be run in-
house.  Another option is SugarCRM (www.sugar-
crm.com), which has a feature-rich free version as
well as commercially supported versions.  Imple-
mentation is most successful with professional sup-
port and configuration.

Marketing methods have evolved to the point
where online marketing is the number one choice
for small businesses, especially those that have
traditionally relied upon personal networking and
word of mouth referrals to generate sales leads.

Every small business owner should
understand these four key online
concepts:

1. Search Engine Optimization –
Known as SEO, this is the art of
getting your website to appear high
in the rankings when people search
online for your product or services.
SEO pertains to organic search results,
which means that the results have not been
paid for as advertisements.  Many users view these
results as more relevant or useful.  While there are
many tricks relating to getting high rankings, there
are three key concepts:

a. How high a site ranks is related to how many
other sites reference it.  Search engines
assume that if other sites reference a particu-
lar site, then that site must be “more rele-
vant.”

b. Content is key.  The more content your site
has, the more likely it is to be relevant.  If a
website has meaningful content, it is likely to
be referenced by other sites, and is more
valued by search engines.  This is why fre-
quent blogging, posting updated case studies
and whitepapers, and having discussion
forums available are critical to improving a
site’s rankings.

c. The site should conform to certain technical
standards.  This is where it helps to have a
good CMS.  A good CMS (along with profes-
sional setup and design), will help to ensure
that a site conforms to certain key technical
constraints, without requiring any technical
knowledge on the part of the site administra-
tor.

2. Search Engine Marketing (SEM) / Pay-Per-
Click (PPC) Advertising – Different from SEO, SEM
involves purchasing ad space from search engines
or through sites that cater to your audience.
Online advertising can be much less expensive
than traditional advertising.  The most popular way
to advertise is through Google AdWords
(www.google.com/adwords) where you define a
daily advertising budget and bid on keywords.
Once set up, your ad will appear in the paid
results section of search results on Google, or on
related web pages that are part of the Google
AdSense network.

3. Connect With Your Audience – Having good
site content not only ensures that search engines
will notice you but will also ensure that visitors
value what you have to say.  Providing RSS (Really
Simple Syndication) feeds on your site allow
people and other websites to receive your updates
automatically.  Having an electronic newsletter is a
great way to stay in touch with your customer
base.  Your site should also be configured to allow
your visitors to share your content with others,
such as by emailing them a link, or by posting to a
social networking site such as Digg.com or Face-
book.

4. Social Networking Sites – Social networking
sites have been receiving a tremendous amount of

buzz lately, and most business
owners are still wondering why.
Two important reasons:

a. sites allow a person to build
their own personal brand and gen-
erate top-of-mind awareness by

enabling them to deliver frequent
information “snippet” updates to

those they are connected with.
b. These sites allow an individual to lever-

age personal relationships to build their
own credibility, and to create credibility
in whatever they might be promoting.

Most social networking sites are free, making
them extremely appealing.  However, effec-
tively using social networks does take effort,
such as posting frequent, meaningful
updates and setting up groups and getting
employees, partners, and customers to par-
ticipate in those groups.  And it requires
learning and navigating a number of different
sites and services, such as Facebook.com,
LinkedIn.com, and Twitter.com.  

The challenge facing small business owners
today is one of education.  The tools and tech-
niques previously available only to larger organiza-
tions are now affordable, but an owner must learn
about them in order to implement them.  The
returns for having done so, however, are quite sig-
nificant and well worth the effort, particularly in
today’s economy.

Vision Multimedia
Technologies, LLC

Brian Razzaque, President 
www.vmtllc.com  
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Drupal is a free enterprise website
content management system.

Brian Razzaque is the President and Founder of VMT, and for nearly
11 years has worked to assist clients with the development and
implementation of web-based business solutions.



In today’s economy, organizations need to maximize every dollar and make the most of every op-
portunity. Technology makes this possible but you need a team that understands both sales and 
marketing AND technology in order to be effective. That’s where VMT comes in.

OUR SERVICES
Interact. Update your website to take advantage of the latest technology innovations 
to communicate better with your prospects and customers. Leverage social networking, 
email, and search engine marketing and optimization to generate and capture higher 
quantities of quali�ed leads and to sell more online. Use your site to build online communi-
ties around your products and services.

Manage. Work with your existing customer and prospect data to grow your business and 
revenues more e�ciently and e�ectively. Improve your customer service and support. Track 
your leads as they evolve into customers and manage your salespeople better.

Collaborate. Share and manage your documents and other business-critical information 
with your colleagues and clients. Create business work�ows that automate tasks and 
processes, increasing e�ciencies and reducing expenses. Ensure that your organization can 
work together better and more seamlessly.

CONTACT US TODAY FOR A FREE CONSULTATION.
VISIT www.vmtllc.com OR CALL 410.889.7770.

INTERACT ONLINE + MANAGE CLIENT RELATIONSHIPS +
COLLABORATE WITH YOUR TEAM.

IT’S MORE IMPORTANT NOW THAN EVER.
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hy should people buy
from you? If you’re like
most companies that are
growing, your list will
have two things in

common: it’s long, and it deals with spe-
cial insights, expertise or intelligence you
provide that your competitors do not.

In today’s hyper-commoditized
“flat-world,” the only opportunity you
have to effectively differentiate your-

self from your competition is your
intelligence. 

Here’s your challenge: Your com-
petitors have answers that are very sim-
ilar to yours. So, how are your best
potential customers – and even your
current customers – supposed to be
able to tell that you are a better alterna-
tive than your competitors? According
to Joe Pulizzi and Newt Barrett,
authors of Get Content Get Customers:

How to use content marketing to deliver
relevant, valuable, and compelling infor-
mation that turns prospects into buyers,
the answer is “content.”

According to Pulizzi and Barrett, the
Internet has transformed buyer behavior.
Customers have access to vast amounts
of online information from a broad
range of sources. They can find almost
anything they want in order to make an
intelligent buying decision. They want
plenty of information from you, too, but
they want it on their terms. They expect
to gather the information they need
without being interrupted by unwanted
marketing messages. Content marketing
is the art of understanding exactly what
your customers need to know and deliv-
ering it to them in a relevant and com-
pelling way.

Content marketing takes various
forms, and is by no means new. Since
the beginning of marketing, growth
executives have tried to find new ways
to develop and package their wisdom

in a manner that is innovative, enter-
taining and effective. The struggle for
growing firms was that distribution
was the content bottleneck. It didn’t
matter if you could create great con-
tent if there was no way to distribute
it. Therefore, companies relied on tra-
ditional advertising and PR to “get
their message out.”

Today, the Internet allows compa-
nies to become their own publishers,
and not only has this empowered com-
panies that are taking advantage of this
trend – it is punishing companies that
aren’t. Technology such as blogs, pod-
casts, You Tube, Facebook, LinkedIn
and Web site content management sys-
tems allow any company or individual
to bypass traditional publishing limita-
tions and let the world know what they
really have to offer.

Simply put, you can no longer rely
on claims to drive and create demand
for your products and services. Today,
you must prove it; you must “napsterize”

BOOKSHELF 
by Doug Davidoff

Get Content Get 
Customers   
How to use content marketing to
deliver relevant, valuable, and 
compelling information that turns
prospects into buyers
By Joe  Pul izz i  and New Barrett
200 pages

W

A Case for Content
Why you should let prospects sample your intelligence

We build the roadmap for you to PLAN, MANAGE AND PROSPER.
Serving business owners for over 35 years.

Clarke Langrall, Jr., President
(410) 583-1777
clarke@forecastadvisors.com
www.forecastadvisors.com
600 Fairmount Ave., Suite 202
Towson, MD 21286

Every business owner exits from their business sooner or later.

Exit Planning is a process that enables you 
to arrive at your ultimate destination.

Planning your exit years in advance can make the difference between regrets and rewards.
Learn about Final Cast™ a proven 7 step process to a successful exit.

YOU WOULDN’T JUMP OUT
OF AN AIRPLANE WITHOUT

A PARACHUTE; 

Why would you exit your 
business without a plan?

HOSTED BY KEN SINGLETON

June 14-15, 2009 - Hunt Valley Golf Club

Come join Ken Singleton, Paul Blair, Tom Matte, 
Ed Marinaro, Rick Dempsey and many others...
Sponsorships available to play in this great event, call (410) 560-1770 or visit www.bfpf.org.

Proceeds from this 
event benefit: Check out:

www.cancerfearsme.org

Former Oriole Great and Host Ken Singleton

Former Oriole Great Rick Dempsey
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your knowledge. This means that if you
want people to treat your offering as
anything other than a pure commodity,
you must allow your buyers and poten-
tial buyers to sample your intelligence.

This thought scares most traditional
business people – and that leaves a
wide-open opportunity for companies
that are ready, willing and able to
embrace the world as it is. It means let-
ting the world know what you think –
and yes, that includes your competi-
tion. Whatever risk is associated with
releasing your intellectual capital is
overcome by the ability such a release
has to make true connections with
prospective clients, to clearly demon-
strate just how different you are (or are
not), and to shorten the sales cycle.

In my blog, I’ve written about The
New Marketing Funnel, which
describes the approach businesses must
take to create awareness, cultivate their
market, convert opportunities, and ulti-
mately to close business. The most crit-
ical piece of The New Marketing
Funnel puzzle is content. 

Get Content Get Customers provides
the outline of how to develop and
implement an effective content strategy
for both beginners and the advanced.

Get Content Get Customers is really two
books in one. The first part builds the
case for content, what it is and isn’t and
how to create an effective strategy. This
part of the book is written in a breezy,
effective style that will keep the atten-
tion of experts and non-experts alike.
Everyone should read the first part.

The second part focuses on a series
of case studies of actual content
approaches used by large, mid-sized
and small companies. While this part
was a struggle to keep my attention, the
examples used are highly effective. My
recommendation here is if you are
involved in growing the business from a
strategic standpoint, you don’t need to
read this section, so long as the person
who is responsible for executing an
effective strategy does.

Today’s condition is best summed
up by Puluzzi and Barrett, “All the rules
have changed. You need to relearn the
marketing game with a brand-new mar-
keting mindset. Those who can adapt
will flourish. Those who don’t – well,
think of dinosaurs.”

Doug Davidoff is founder and CEO of Imagine
Business Development. www.imaginellc.com.

announcing

The CEO Club of Baltimore’s May 21st Meeting...

Make your 
reservations now! 

Seating is limited 
and will fill quickly!

SPONSORS

Capitol Office Solutions

Corporate Printing
Solutions, Inc.

Global Data Source, LLC

Griffith Brilhart Builders

Innovative Gourmet

Merrill Lynch/
The Pearce Group

SmartCEO Magazine

Wexley Consulting ~ HRD

Join us for lunch and welcome:

Dick Cass
the President of the Ravens Organization.

His topic of discussion is:

“The Business of the NFL from the
perspective of the Baltimore Ravens”

To reserve your seat for this meeting, please call Doug Strouse at (443) 275-1897

Date:
Time:

Location:

Price:

Thursday, May 21, 2009
11:00am - 2:00pm
Harbor Court Hotel
550 Light Street, Inner Harbor
$98 per person
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M ercy Medical Center is set to
break ground in June on a new

$400 million facility directly adjacent
to its current campus. The 134-year-
old downtown Baltimore hospital,
founded by Sisters of Mercy, demol-
ished its 1970s-era Pleasant Street
Garage to make way for the 688,000-
square-foot, 18-story Mary Catherine
Bunting Center at Mercy. 

“Our main structure was approach-
ing 50 years old, so in our 2004 strate-
gic planning cycle, so we determined,
based on the mission of the hospital
being committed to Baltimore, that it
made sense to rebuild next to the cur-
rent hospital,” says Thomas R. Mullen,
president and CEO of Mercy Health
Services, Mercy Medical Center. “We
plan to move out the majority of the
services to the new building, and we
will be evaluating how to utilize the
older building.”

The new facility – which will be
connected by bridge and tunnel to
Mercy’s existing facilities – will offer
300-square-foot private rooms for all
patients. About 30 percent of Mercy’s
existing rooms are private, Mullen says.

The Bunting Center facility will
feature 229 licensed beds and 15
state-of-the-art operating suites.

“The rooms give you a zone
for the patient, the clinicians
and the family,” Mullen says.
“Having all private rooms is
something the healthcare indus-
try is recommending due to
quality and safety issues – you
don’t want to be boarding with
someone who might have cer-
tain communicable diseases and
infections.” 

The Bunting Center also
will feature technological
advancements, such as RFID
technology that allows staff to
monitor the location of a piece
of equipment, a patient or a
specimen, Mullen says. “Tech-
nology, more space, considera-
tion of the family, focus on qual-
ity and safety – that’s what will
differentiate us,” he says. 

Several “green” elements will be
incorporated into the facility, including
a rooftop garden and a two-story lobby
with spiritual and customer service

ADDRESS: 345 St. Paul Place, adjacent to Mercy’s current campus

WEB SITE: www.mdmercy.com

DESCRIPTION: 18-story inpatient hospital facility

TOTAL SQUARE FOOTAGE: 688,000 square feet

ESTIMATED COST: $400 million

DEVELOPER: Whiting Turner

ARCHITECT: Ellerbe Beckett

GROUNDBREAKING DATE: June 2008

COMPLETION DATE: Fall 2010

INTERESTING FACT: The facility’s namesake, Mary Catherine Bunting – grand-

daughter of Dr. Avery Bunting, who founded the first Noxzema Chemical

Company – made the largest philanthropic gift in the hospital’s history,

according to Mercy Medical Center administrators. 

PROJECT toWATCH
Mary Catherine Bunting Center,

Mercy Medical Center
New & Refurbished Telephone Systems | Service & Repair |
Relocations | Voice Mail, Automated Attendent | Advertising 

On Hold | Cabling | Business Phone & Internet Service

A Family Owned and Operated Telephone Company Since 1997

410.552.6580
1.866.9.TELTEK
www.MyTeltek.com

2605 N. Charles St
Baltimore, MD 21218

425 St. Paul Place, Baltimore, MD 21202 • (410) 539-4600 • www.lenmiller.com

Leonard J. Miller & 
Associates, Chartered
Certified Public Accountants, Business Consultants

All Accounting Firms Can
Give You Answers. 

We Give You Ideas.

We can help keep your
finances on target

At Leonard J. Miller & Associates, Chartered, we feel it is important to
form a close personal working relationship with our clients, where
both parties contribute their special skills and knowledge.
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T toWATCH
Downtown hospital to construct 

new signature building

amenities – part of Mercy’s efforts to
treat the “whole” person. “We are look-
ing at ways to conserve energy,”
Mullen says. “We feel the building
meets a contemporary vision for a
green hospital. Our architects took a
major focus in that direction.”

To make way for the new facility,
Mercy demolished its 800-space park-
ing garage and opened a new 1,400-
space garage on the corner of Gilford
and Pleasant streets. The garage will be
bridged to the new facility, as well,
Mullen says. 

The $400 million facility is
financed with cash from hospital oper-
ations, the sale of tax-exempt bonds
and a capital campaign. The Bunting
Center is named in honor of Mary
Catherine Bunting, who contributed
an undisclosed amount that constitut-
ed the largest philanthropic gift in the
hospital’s history. 

“We went through the financing
window in the fall 2007, which is right
when the banks started having prob-

lems, and if we were trying to do it
today, it would be nearly impossible.”
Mullen says. “Actually, the slow-down
has helped us on our bidding and
we’ve seen savings that way. Many
projects were over budget for years and
it looks like our project will be under
budget.”

The new center will generate $123
million annually in economic activity
for Baltimore City, at least 1,000 jobs
and $73 million in increased salaries
and benefits, according to a report
from The Jacob France Institute, Mer-
rick School of Business, University of
Baltimore.

“This project will be an economic
engine in that we expect revenues to
grow and expect to have a significant
impact on the economy as more servic-
es are coming through, and more visi-
tors,” Mullen says. “That means more
hotel rooms booked in Baltimore, and
more spending. So if we are healthy
and doing well, it helps the downtown
Baltimore community.”
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410-323-7429
www.InnerCircleMidAtlantic.com
here@InnerCircleMidAtlantic.com

Discover solutions to the unusual and 
unexpected problems that plague even the 
most carefully-run businesses. Order your copy

now at www.runningyourowncompany.com
... or at Amazon.com

Here , Get  The Stuff
They Didn’t

Teach You In 
Business School
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QMcQuade
 ConsultingMC

Strategic Solutions for Employee Benefits
Peter C. Chesner, Principal
C: 410.404.0701
D: 410.732.7320

McQuade Consulting, LLC
2400 Boston Street, Suite 102,

Baltimore, MD 21224

www.mcquadeconsulting.com

THE BETTER ALTERNATIVE
TO A FORMAL 

BOARD OF DIRECTORS

Confidential • Problem-Solving • Quantifiable Results

"Since joining the BOARD:

• My business has grown exponentially from 
approximately $12M to well over $20M;

• I have developed a peer group of close business
friends in the BOARD that I have helped and who
have helped me."

-Robert L. Grey, Chairman & CEO, www.intellidyne-llc.com

John L. Foote, Founder, Chairman
410-974-9265 (O), 443-250-8392 (C)

THE BOARD,INC. ®,© 
Copyright 2006 All rights reserved.

www.theboardinc.com • jfoote@theboardinc.com

Creating 
Entrepreneurial 
Wealth

Even the most talented 
business owner can be chal-

lenged by the obstacles to 
corporate growth and 
shareholder liquidity. 

John Colwell | Managing Director
Tel 410 296 2200
John@mentorcappartners.com
www.mentorcappartners.com
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H A V E  Y O U R S A L E S F L A T L I N E D ?

Get new leads and customers!
Search Engine Optimization

Email Marketing
eCommerce

Website Revival

CVNI_SmartCEO_040909_v4  4/9/09  5:54 PM  Page 1

Do you know 
the WORST

PHRASE
to say to a
prospect?

Sandler Sales Institute
answers questions like this everyday.

Contact us at (410) 560-1040
www.closingsales.com

Don & Margie Anne
A Dad & Daughter Team

11001 York Road • Cockeysville, MD 
410-771-6800 • www.markdowns.com

YOU NEED OFFICE SOLUTIONS
MARK DOWNS AND HON HAS THEM!

Your trusted HON dealer.

SMARTCEO MAGAZINE’S SHOWCASE
OF PRODUCTS AND SERVICES 

FOR BUSINESS OWNERS.

CEONETWORK

Can you be
found online?
Call for an Internet Marketing Consultation.

410-878-2596
www.truepresence.com/baltimore

Where’s my
Website?



Minimize your risk
Save time and money

Eliminate the headache of managing employees
Its like having your own HR department.  Only better.

Call Now For Your Free Consultation!
443-356-4352 • www.hrsolutionsllc.com

Solving the People Puzzle

Need Legal Help?

www.jptlawchambers.com • 202-349-5554
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TIRED OF PAPERCUTS?
TRY SmartCEO 

DIGITAL MAGAZINE
Experience digital
reading the
SmartCEO way!

> Your favorite magazine is now transformed with rich, interactive
experiences. 

> See how advertisers are taking advantage of this new technology
(videos, flash, slideshows and webinars). 

> Digitally search SmartCEO for the individuals, information and 
ideas that are important to you!

January 2009

Leadership

Family Business

Finance

Technology
Law

Sales & Marketing

Talent

Management

Culture

www.smartceo.com $2.95

Ditch the Diet
How to achieve long-term productivity

Downsizing or Discrimination? 

When layoffs land you in legal trouble

Let's Make a Deal 
Is now the ideal time for M&A?i3

FEATURING 50 OF BALTIMORE’S FASTEST GROWING COMPANIES

To sign up, email danielle@smartceo.com or visit www.smartceo.com

Tell us by August 1st:
I want PRINT only
Email Danielle@smartceo.com

I want DIGITAL only
Go to www.smartceo.com and click on the Digital Magazine link.

I want PRINT & DIGITAL
Email Danielle@smartceo.com



WHAT IT MEANS IS ANYONE’S GUESS
By Barnaby Wickham

$25.9million
Value of the University of North

Carolina men’s basketball team.
Forbes

1
National value rank of the Tar

Heel team, the same as the year

before. Forbes

$16.7million
Value of the University of

Maryland men’s basketball

team. Forbes

9
National value rank of the

Terrapin team, an eight-place

improvement from the year

before. Forbes

$1.1million
Additional giving to the Terp

program last year that spurred

the ranking increase. The gifts

were a result of a new policy

that assigns seats based on

contribution levels.       Forbes 

“It makes 
no sense.”

Six Flags Inc. CEO Mark Shapiro, on the refusal of one of the company’s

principal noteholders to even meet to discuss refinancing the theme park

operator’s debt. The company faces default if it can’t refinance.  WBJ 3-16-09 

1,036
Arbitron employees in Howard

County, MD. Sun 3-10-09

6
Rank of Arbitron among the

county’s largest private employers.
Gazette 3-13-09

4
Additional full-time employees

that will be added in the county,

with the move of Arbitron’s head-

quarters from New York to

Columbia. Sun 3-10-09

679
Numbers of households for every

one household in foreclosure in

Virginia in February. RealtyTrac

730
Numbers of households for every

one household in foreclosure in

Maryland in February.       RealtyTrac

750
Numbers of households for every

one household in foreclosure in

the District of Columbia in

February. RealtyTrac

70
Numbers of households for every

one household in foreclosure in

Nevada in February.         RealtyTrac

60,062
Numbers of households for every

one household in foreclosure in

Nebraska in February.      RealtyTrac

datadump

7%
Interest rate that Pennsylvania

charges for back taxes.
Sun 3-16-099%

Interest rate that Virginia

charges for back taxes.  Sun 3-16-09

13%
Interest rate that Maryland

charges for back taxes.  Sun 3-16-09

$118m
Interest on delinquent taxes

Maryland collected in fiscal

2007. Sun 3-16-09

62
Percent of the income that

derives from individual income

taxes. Sun 3-16-09

“We know visitors [from other
states] come into our parks

because they can bring alcohol.” 
Nita Settina, Maryland Park Service superintendent, explaining why the

Maryland Department of Natural Resources recently approved a ban on drinking

alcohol without a group permit at any of the 65 state parks.           AP 3-17-09 
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Call Today for your free in-office demonstration!

410.769.8700
www.postagemetersplus.com

We will survey your shipping bill and save you at least 10% or
WE'LL GIVE YOU $50 TOWARDS A STEAK DINNER! (Expires July 31, 2009)

THE CHECK IS
IN THE MAIL!
The Post Office is having its own version of a government

BAIL OUT in the form of huge postage discounts!

POST OFFICE
POSTAGESTIMULUS PACKAGE

Forget the May 11th postage increase!
Call Shannon Business Systems today @ (410) 769-8700 & we’ll
show you that with a few easy steps with your business mail
you could add thousands of dollars to your bottom line! 

Is your mail in shape?
Are your envelopes too big?
Are your envelopes too fat?
Not sure? Don’t care?
You Should!
Size does matter!

Post Office For Packages?
You Bet! The Post Office can ship
and track your packages! And in
many cases, faster and less
expensive than UPS & Fedex

Postage Discounts
Why pay 44 cents postage when
you can pay 35 cents…even as 
low as 25 cents?

Is your customer 
database accurate?
Do you have duplicate addresses?
Have your clients moved and
you’re sending mail to the wrong
address? Have your addresses
been certified by the Post Office?

These are just a few of the ways that the Post
Office can put a substantial amount of money

back into your bottom line EVERY month!

 


